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I embarked on teaching my first lesson when Michael Gove was a month old and I am 
therefore one of a generation that is now almost entirely retired. I attended a prep school 
that was the embodiment of what the current Secretary of State for Education is said to 
regard as the good old days. 

We had three periods of Latin every morning six days a week; we learned how to 
undertake comprehension and précis; many of our teachers had served in the First World 
War; and we learned, recited or listened to poetry written in thumping great metres. 
Newbolt still works when read aloud and the hymns we sang can still evoke the Empire 
whose last ruler, in an iconic image, appeared hatless at the airport 60 years ago, waving 
off his daughter just a few days before he died. 

It is, I suppose, a recognition of that dangerous capacity to arouse improper emotions 
that causes churches to eschew hymn tunes like those written by W H Ferguson, quondam 
Warden of Radley, and make the words of Onward Christian S******s, for instance, a 
demilitarised zone. But let it not be said that the Church of England is the province of the 
milksop. Fight the good fight is still a favourite at weddings.

Although Mr Gove was born too late to experience that kind of education, he is 
nevertheless probably aware of Macaulay’s Lays of Ancient Rome and the words in 
Horatius, ‘but those behind cried “Forward!” and those before cried “Back!”’ Perhaps he 
should have had them more nearly at the front of his mind as he seeks to exhume O levels 
and disentangle the Gordian knot of public examinations. Mesmerised by dreams of glory 
made irresistible by Ballad Metre, our hero overlooks what his civil servants doubtless 
mean when they call his proposals ‘brave’. 

In 1904, J M Barrie’s play Peter Pan, or the boy who wouldn’t grow up opened in 
London and that same year, in a world already far-removed from Neverland, prep school 
pupils sat the first Common Entrance papers. This venerable exam is still with us, still 
arousing controversy and still contributing a very sizeable sum to HMC’s finances. And 
as the Peter Pan of Sanctuary Buildings ponders who should be developing public exams, 
Ian Power provides a magisterial examination of the issue of A levels and their relationship 
with universities, both at the admissions level and in terms of the 16 to 21 curriculum, and 
concludes that we cannot go back to the future. 

Nobody expects Eastern Europe to return to the rule of the Hapsburgs, but, as Rodney 
Fox reminds us, there is perhaps a danger of a return to the polities of the post-war period 
or, worse still, the reappearance of military juntas and a resumption of the destructive 
Balkan conflicts of the 1990s. HMC Projects in Central and Eastern Europe are schemes 
that have been in operation for 20 years now and they are something of which HMC can 
be genuinely proud. Hundreds of students and teachers have benefited from the schemes 
and what some of the scholars have achieved is truly remarkable. 

The movement and interplay of talent has often brought in a third partner in the shape 
of American universities and our home-grown students are now beginning to follow the 
same migratory paths that their occasional visitors have plotted, choosing to continue their 
studies at tertiary level in Europe or the United States after completing their time in HMC 
schools. It scarcely needs saying in a magazine aimed primarily at school leaders and staff 
common rooms that the Teachers scheme is every bit as important as the exchange of 
pupils, nor that it is nothing like as easy to administer or maintain.

Schools are no longer managed by the Head alone – if, indeed, they ever were. A 
successful and happy school needs all sorts of talents to work harmoniously – parents, 
pupils, teachers, managers at every level, Heads and governors. There is a plethora of 
advice, experience, regulation and inspection surrounding schools and those who work 
in them, some of it by no means welcome and not all of it helpful. But it is inescapable. 

How important it is, therefore, that people who work in schools should understand and 
trust each other. Several contributors explore that issue from different angles and Russell 
Speirs gives us a sneak preview into a major survey on the art of school leadership, based 
on wide ranging and multi-angled research. Happiness is beginning to be accepted more 
explicitly as a proper objective for a school. 

Jean Watson has gone to the other side of the world in pursuit of this elusive element 
in the curriculum, whilst Ian Walker has found it in his kaleidoscopic custody of one of 
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Editorial

Dear Sir

The HMC Steering Committee for Sustainability read the Autumn 2011 edition of Conference & Common Room with 
interest, especially as we had no idea that there was to be a ‘Green Issues’ number of the magazine. The edition was 
timely, of course, as government policy is that all schools should be sustainable schools by 2020. Specific information 
about the Eight Doorways recommended by the government can be found on the following websites: www.education.
gov.uk/publications/eOrderingDownload/planning_a_sustainable_school.pdf 
and www.education.gov.uk/publications/eOrderingDownload/sustainable_schools_national_framework_s3_poster.pdf   
There is a sense in this Committee that schools are neither paying full attention to what is required nor thinking about 
why it is required.

Our perception of the articles in that edition of C&CR is that although several outline excellent initiatives undertaken 
voluntarily by several schools, no article demonstrates a coherent vision combining a philosophical embracement of 
sustainability with a pragmatic plan for implementing everyday sustainable practices in all areas of school life.

There has long been a perception that a voluntary approach to sustainable practice is more satisfactory than to 
require schools to comply. Experience, however, clearly shows that while schools may embrace sustainability when it 
is economically advantageous, they do not do so because they perceive a need to prepare wholesale for an altogether 
different future when, in particular, fossil fuels are scarce. Thus the voluntary approach fails because it does not enforce 
the need to manage the crisis before the crisis occurs.

In this respect, institutions – and particularly their senior management and governors – need to understand why 
sustainability is important and to change both their forward planning and their daily practices accordingly. When the 
institution changes, then its members – pupils, teaching staff, support staff, parents – are likely to change as well. 
Simply, we have to live ourselves into a new way of thinking, and that requires both vision on the part of school leaders 
and a pragmatic decision to devise ways of implementing it.

The HMC Steering Committee sees its role as one which strongly urges that this attitude is adopted throughout HMC, 
and to make suggestions about how schools can implement the government’s Eight Doorways. Much information is 
already available at www.hmcsustainability.org.uk/, but we would welcome the opportunity to update this in the light of 
the experiences that schools have already had in their individual sustainability drives. Do, please, contact Justin Muston 
at Rugby School (jdm@rugbyschool.net) if you would like to contribute to the advice available.

Yours faithfully,
Justin Muston,
Chair of the HMC Sustainability Committee

Letters to the Editor

England’s oldest schools. Should you wish to find a halfway 
house, a Winston Churchill Travel fellowship may unlock 
an opportunity or you could self-administer one of John 
Newton’s well-being MoTs.

Schools must plan for the long term and that means caring 
for our environment at every level. No board of governors 
should be without a member whose idée fixe is maintenance, 
nor can schools afford to ignore sustainability, as Justin 
Muston sharply reminds us. Culford’s biomass boiler shows 
how far-reaching the benefits of good husbandry can be. 

It all seems pretty much common sense, not, as they say, 

rocket science, but it is good to see what technology can do 
for us and to explore the rocket science trope from the other 
side. It turns out that successful aerospace engineering can be 
found in several of our schools, an indication of how far we 
have come since the days of Sanderson of Oundle. 

It also shows how things have changed since The Eagle 
thrilled and improved prep school boys in the 1950s. The 
vision of the future set out in the adventures of Dan Dare has 
not yet come to pass, but the computers which filled buildings 
in the year Michael Gove was born, and I started teaching, are 
now housed in a chip the size of Tinkerbell’s toenail.
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Sustainability

Part of the solution,  
not part of the problem
Switching to biomass energy puts sustainability firmly on the agenda

Sustainability issues concern us all and schools must seize 
the opportunity to educate succeeding generations of pupils in 
how to plan for and participate in an environmentally sound 
future. 

At Culford School, we are lucky to be situated in almost 500 
acres of beautiful parkland which are in themselves reminders 
of the impact our environment can have on our lives. As well 
as discovering that learning should be challenging, enriching 
and fun, our pupils should develop clear moral values along 
with academic success and be prepared to play a full part in 
the challenges of the 21st century. 

The issue of sustainability is one that we and our children 
must not only learn about but also take responsibility for. The 
world that children are growing up in now is very different to 
the one that I grew up in, and we have an obligation to help 
find the right ways to continue making technological advances 
that benefit daily lives with the environmental impact always 
in mind. 

When we were approached by GG Eco Solutions about 
installing a biomass boiler on the Culford School site, my 
mind flooded with questions: what exactly is biomass? What 
would the benefits be for our school? What would the effects 
be on our parkland? One year on, I can confidently say I’ve 
learned enough to want to share the details with you. 

What is biomass?
Biomass is defined as ‘biological material derived from 
living, or recently living organisms’. In the context of using 
biomass for energy, this is often used to mean plant-based 
material, such as the wood chippings that are used as fuel for 
our biomass boiler. It is a renewable energy source, already 
widely available throughout the UK, which can deliver a 
significant reduction in carbon emissions when compared 
with using fossil fuels. 

Going ahead with a biomass energy system at Culford was 
no small undertaking. The installation comprised a biomass 
boiler housed within a purpose-built plant room, an automated 
underground biomass fuel store and district heating pipework, 
all of which interfaces with our existing heating system within 
each building. 

Energy is supplied in the form of hot water which passes 
through an accredited heat meter, the readings from which 
form the basis for charging through a Heat Supply Agreement. 
This long-term agreement between Culford and GG Eco 
Solutions means that we know at the beginning of each year 
what our fuel costs for that year will be and removes us from 
the volatility of fossil fuel prices.  

Reaping the benefits
The benefits of a biomass system for any organisation 
are multi-faceted and far-reaching. The full environmental 

benefits are far too many to mention here but, in brief, 
increasing our use of biomass fuel provides a reduction in 
overall dependence on non-sustainable fossil fuels such as 
oil; a significant reduction in carbon emissions compared to 
fossil fuels; an economic incentive to encourage the efficient 
management of woodlands which also improves biodiversity; 
and reduced production of acid rain due to the fuel’s naturally 
low generation of sulphur dioxide and other atmospheric 
pollutants. 

On average, one broad leaf tree will absorb in the region 
of 1 tonne of carbon dioxide (CO2) during its full lifetime of 
approximately 100 years – that is 556,000 litres or 556 m3, 
about the volume of a three-bedroom house. By contrast, the 
average UK family produces 13.4 tonnes of CO2 per year. 
Installing the biomass boiler at Culford will reduce CO2 
emissions by 1000 tonnes per year – equivalent to the yearly 
CO2 production of 75 families.

Obtaining the fuel for biomass energy from local sources, 
in Culford’s case from Thetford Forest fewer than ten miles 
away, also enables us to support local businesses and the 
rural economy. Increasingly using biomass throughout the 
UK will allow local networks of production to be established, 
minimising the cost of transportation both to our pockets and 
the environment. In short, there is no region of the UK that 
cannot produce biomass from secure, sustainable and local 
energy supplies.

Naturally, a major consideration for us as a school was the 
financial aspect of the installation. Working with GG Eco 
Solutions, who funded the installation and will maintain the 
boiler, has meant that we haven’t had to worry about finding 
a large capital sum to put the infrastructure in place. Culford 

‘Culford is now running almost entirely on energy generated by 
the system and we are already making significant cost savings.’
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Sustainability
is now running almost entirely on energy generated by the 
system and we are already making significant cost savings 
as a result. A bonus that we hadn’t anticipated has been the 
reduction in our Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy 
Efficiency Scheme (CRC) costs, which has dropped by 
between 40% and 50% per annum.

As a school, we are also able to harness the educational 
benefits of the biomass system and are taking full advantage 
of having such a fantastic learning facility on site. Julian 
Johnson-Munday, the Headmaster, is delighted with the 
system: “Pupils of all ages are able to visit the plant room 
for science and geography purposes, as well as social 
responsibility and general awareness. The response we have 
had from pupils and parents alike has been entirely positive 
and we are all delighted by the ecological as well as the 
economic benefits.”

Getting started
GG Eco Solutions are suppliers of renewable energy to 
businesses, buildings or facilities under long-term contract. 
In a similar way to an electricity or gas supply, they provide 
energy in the form of hot water, steam or electricity from an 
on-site biomass energy installation, designed, funded, built 
and operated by GG Eco Solutions themselves.
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This is an innovative approach to supplying renewable 
energy in that all up-front costs are met by GG Eco Solutions, 
thereby negating the need for schools to find large sums of 
capital to invest in costly renewable energy infrastructure. 
Thereafter, GG Eco Solutions sources and manages the supply 
of biomass fuel for the installation and deals with all servicing 
and maintenance requirements. Customers simply pay for the 
energy they use, at a considerable discount to their current 
fossil fuel costs, and benefit from a competitive long-term 
price for their energy.

In this way, schools can significantly reduce their outgoings 
at the same time as contributing to the protection of the 
environment by reducing their carbon emissions and using 
sustainable local fuel supplies. The recently introduced 
government incentives mean that there is a window of 
opportunity for even greater financial savings.

For Culford School, installing the biomass boiler has been 
absolutely the right thing to do and I would heartily encourage 
other schools to consider it as a viable option. As a school, we 
take the issue of sustainability very seriously and as actions 
speak louder than words, I think everyone now knows we 
mean business!

Crispin Muir is operations manager at Culford School.

HERE&THERE If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,  
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com  
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.

Abingdon School oarsmen complete the triple
Abingdon School’s 1st VIII rowed to a thrilling victory at the Henley Royal Regatta beating Radley College by three-
quarters of a length in the final of the Princess Elizabeth Challenge Cup.

This is the second year running that the school has taken the prestigious title, with three of this year’s crew also having 
rowed last year. The Abingdon boat had beaten the Australian and US national champions as well as Latymer Upper 
School and St Peter’s School to reach the final. 

This win, together with victories at the Schools’ Head of the River and the National Schools’ Championship Eights 
earlier in the year, secures the three major rowing titles for Abingdon this season. Winning the triple is a rare feat, only 
achieved once before by the school, in 2002. Athol Hundermark, the master in charge of rowing at Abingdon, said “The 
Henley win is the culmination of a fantastic year for the crew who have performed extremely well under pressure.”

The Abingdon 1st VIII crew comprises Neil McKenzie, James Richards, Joel Cooper, Andrew Halls, Matthew Carter, 
Thomas Pagel, Alex Fisher, William Horlock and Felix Newman.
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Life, liberty and the pursuit  
of happiness
Jean Watson describes the movement towards education for positive values in Bhutan

Bhutan is an independent kingdom tucked away in the 
Himalayan mountains, sandwiched between China and India. 
It has been ruled as a kingdom for the past 100 years but 
recently the fourth King, Gyalpo Jigme Singye Wangchuck, 
abdicated and formed a democracy. In a strongly Buddhist 
country, the King and the parliament have maintained close 
governance with the Buddhist monks who provide a powerful 
religious and cultural framework within which Bhutan has 
marched into the modern world. 

The fifth King, Gyalpo Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck, 
now rules alongside a democratic government and in close 
liaison with the monastic body. 

The fourth King ruled for 30 years and influenced the 
modernisation of the country. Two innovative precepts 
highlight the uniqueness of his approach. The first was that 
the education system, which is compulsory and free, would 
educate in the medium of the English language. This has 
meant that the country was ready to advance into the modern 
world of the internet, emails, mobile phones and all the 

other contemporary communication methods. Education is 
highly valued with many Bhutanese men and women taking 
advantage of scholarships offered at universities abroad and 
returning to help run their country with Masters and PhD 
degrees behind them. 

The second innovation was the development of the concept 
of the Gross National Happiness (GNH) as an indicator of 
the success of the society as opposed to monetary gain. This 
approach to measuring success has much appeal in a world that 
is gradually realising that there is a limit to the physical resources 
and, on 19th July 2011, the UN adopted a resolution which said 
‘the pursuit of happiness is a fundamental human goal’.

GNH offers alternative development indicators. It provides a 
structure whereby Bhutanese society, with its traditional Buddhist 
village culture, can integrate the needs of modern living in the 
shadow of the two emerging giants, India and China. 

GNH is defined in terms of four pillars: good governance; 
sustainable and equitable socio-economic development; 
promotion and preservation of culture; and environmental 

Where’s Jean?
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Managing happy schools
preservation. The challenge is to move from philosophical 
ideals to an implemented policy that is meaningful in a 
modern and emerging society. 

One major factor is the loyalty and respect that the Kings 
command from the people and their strong leadership plays 
a major role in the operational aspects of GNH as they guide 
society into a secure future that rests on more than material 
aspirations. 

Education is seen as the practical means by which GNH can 
become embedded within Bhutanese society. The Bhutanese 
seek to link the traditional values with the advantages of the 
modern world through the teachers who take on the values 
themselves and become ‘the soul behind the role’. The dreams 
of any society are written into schools with the aspirations, 
hopes and expectations that each generation has for the young 
people in their care. 

Teachers are recognised as success drivers and money 
and time is being invested into their development as GNH 
teachers. Happiness does not come from outside and teaching 
young people to learn the skills to access what is good and 
purposeful in the traditional and modern values is the role of 
the teacher.

Economic development and wealth alone cannot bring about 
happiness, but tend to encourage dissatisfaction and craving. 
Real happiness resides in the mind and is generated only from 
the right attitudes and actions towards oneself and to others. 

How is the GNH educational programme 
implemented?
So the country has invested in its teachers and, over a period 
of three years each will attend at least one four-day workshop. 
I was very honoured to be invited by the Bhutanese Education 
Department to attend one of these GNH workshops in April 2012. 

This wonderful opportunity has helped me to be able to 
understand the perspective of the values-related education 
system in Bhutan, its role in the development of GNH in the 
country and the insight needed to help with the development 
of follow-up courses for the teachers.

In 2011 the first phase of the implementation of the GNH 
programme provided a six-day programme for every principal 
in the country who then returned to their schools to brief their 
teaching team. Phase two began at the end of 2011 with 20 
four-day workshops through which all classroom teachers 
will be trained on how to develop and teach the programmes 
within their schools by 2013. 

Phase three, the monitoring and evaluation stage, will then 
begin, and consider how the GNH graduates develop and 
move on in their lives beyond school. It is well understood 
that the values education will only have value itself if it is 
recognised by university admissions tutors and employers. 
So the next stage in the implementation process alongside the 
monitoring and evaluation will be for society at large to give 
the process recognition. 

The organisation and presentations on the course I attended 
were first-rate. The facilitators were all practicing teachers 
or education officers who had taught in schools and spoke 
from a position of personal understanding and experience. 
They all had a very positive effect on the development of 
the participating teachers. The strategy of cascading out the 
programme, in the order it was disseminated, was very clever 
and effective. 

HERE&THERE
If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,  
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com  
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are  
also welcome.

Oundle Jubilee celebrations

Union flags, crowns and tiaras were the accessories at 
an afternoon concert and picnic to celebrate the Queen’s 
Diamond Jubilee at Oundle School on Friday, 1st June.

In preparation for the day, four members of the catering 
staff were kept busy making 1400 celebration cupcakes 
and no one was too old or too young for a turn on the 
bouncy castle obstacle course, the bungee challenge, the 
tug of rope or a gladiatorial duel.

The main feature of the celebration was the elaborate 
‘Laxtonbury Festival’. A lively repertoire from the 
School’s steel band OSPANS got the crowd going, 
followed by a gutsy programme by Thin Blues Line. The 
Jazz band, OSJO, brought the festival to a close after a 
rousing line-up of jazz favourites.

The evening finished just in time for the last hour 
of prep, before the tiaras and Union flags were packed 
to take away for weekend celebrations at home. “This 
celebration provided a wonderful opportunity for the 
School to celebrate the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee in style. 
We were so glad that after the success of our pop concert 
the Queen decided to do the same on her doorstep three 
days later albeit with a bigger budget. It could have been 
no more enjoyable for those who took part!” commented 
Headmaster Charles Bush.
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Phuntsho Lhamo is the driving force behind the programme and 

because she also spoke from the platform of personal experience 
and competence, the authenticity of each session was passed 
onto the teachers who left the workshops inspired and ready to 
embrace GNH as part of their normal teaching programme. 

As we discussed how we work as educators, it became 
obvious that there were vast similarities between the two 
systems in Britain and Bhutan and that we are doing these 
things as a matter of course in our normal teaching activities. 
GNH provides a framework for the recognition of the good 
practice that is carried out in schools. 

GNH and progress in the world beyond Bhutan
In our modern world, with the expanse of the internet at our 
fingertips, we have many options. Much confusion is caused 
by the lack of understanding of what causes happiness and 
how to cope with the difficulties that are a natural part of 
human life. 

We have the expectations of constant gratification and 
freedom from difficulties that are fed by marketing and the 
illusion of perfection that bombards us from every form of 
media. The opportunity to pause in my own life and to take 
the time to consider the true values that are necessary in a 

school community and within each teacher, has given me 
another perspective on my own role as a teacher and the place 
of schools within the wider community. 

In the west, with an examination-driven education 
system within which the holistic assessment approach is 
marginalised, we could do with examining the system of GNH 
implementation further. The criteria for holistic assessment 
are particularly relevant with the possibility of putting 
numerical values on co-curricular activities. 

Pressure needs to be applied to universities admissions 
tutors and employers to give this vital area the credit it 
deserves. Such recognition would go some way towards 
making the workforce in Britain more productive and creative 
as well as making certain that young people leave school 
with more than academic qualifications. ‘Life, liberty and 
the pursuit of happiness’ are vital human rights and national 
happiness should be a key aspiration of every society.

Jean Watson teaches biology and mindfulness at The 
King’s School, Canterbury, where she was a housemistress 

for 13 years. She is planning to take an educational tour for 
teachers to Bhutan in 2013 and will supply more information 

to those interested via jean_watson@hotmail.com

‘A powerful religious and cultural framework.’
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Are you a leader or are you  
just out for a stroll? 
Giles Dove looks both ways up and down the management street

Having spent most of my career working in the education sector, 
much of it in leadership roles, it has come as something of a 
wake-up call to find myself closer to the bottom of the pile in an 
educational community. This has a number of advantages. I can 
look back and reflect on the experience of history. I can look up 
and enjoy a worm’s eye view of what’s going on above me. I can 
look forward and hope to blend the positive achievements of the 
past with the best practice of the present to bring benefit to future 
generations of teachers and learners.

What is it that makes a good leader in politics, the armed forces, 
the church, in business, in education? There is a sense in which 
every teacher is called to be a leader. People constantly look at 
those of us working in education and listen to us whatever our 
role may be. 

We all set standards, express values and offer an example 
which others – pupils, colleagues, family, friends – may choose 
to emulate or to reject. It is important, therefore, that we all 
think very carefully about how we lead our own lives.  And this 
is, perhaps, especially true in the goldfish-bowl of an academic 
community such as a school, college or university.

There is a sense in which educational institutions are corporate 
bodies. In that context, we each have the potential, in varying 
degrees, to influence the direction and operation of our academic 
business for good and for ill. Our actions and our words will have 
a direct impact on the success or otherwise of ‘Academy plc’. More 
importantly, our actions and our words will have a direct impact on 
the present and future well-being of those we seek to serve – those 
who study, who teach, who live and work alongside us in a diversity 
of roles, and those who visit our communities of learning.

The key to corporate success is that each individual seizes 
every opportunity to work together for good. There is no major 
initiative in our world today that is run successfully by one single 
individual. Success flows from teamwork – business teams, sales 
teams, management teams, teams of medics and of social workers 
– on a good day, even cricketers and footballers operate as teams!

The education sector’s record in this regard is sadly mixed and 
some misplaced isolationism and competitiveness still hampers 
progress. Nevertheless, there have been some very encouraging 
moves across the whole sector in the last generation to set up 
leadership teams, under a variety of names. Such teams offer an 
immediate multiplication of benefits in terms of ideas, energy, 
good practice, personal support, division of work, sharing of 
pain and much more. School and university Principals are team-
leaders in this brave new world, but before that they themselves 
are team-players, accepting responsibility to organise the team, 
to hold it to account and niftily arrange things to get the best out 
of everyone.

Teamwork does not just happen – it needs to be worked at 
and that work needs to be prioritised. Teams need leaders, not 
simply the boss at the top of the tree, and players throughout an 

organisation need to seek ways to exercise their own leadership at 
their own level. Sometimes leaders will not be able to do things 
they want to do or feel equipped to do because time, thought and 
attention need to be poured into the building of the team.

Organisations benefit from having a clear sense of direction and 
purpose and colleagues benefit from meeting together – in the 
formal setting of committees and meetings and in the informal 
setting of coffee-time chats and beer-infused sessions in the 
common room. Most people know why they are in their particular 
place and what they are expected to do. They have clear tasks and 
should be trusted to get on with what they are employed to do.  

Teams can benefit from well-briefed outside consultancy and 
professional training in self-awareness and often grow stronger 
by going away together to think and plan. It is also salutary to 
remember that teams can be painful as well as productive, but 
people must be allowed to make mistakes provided they learn 
from them. 

Some teams work well. Some do not. Some are weakened 
through poor direction from the top. Some are weakened by 
those at other levels in the organisation failing to play their part 
and failing to bring their own gifts and ideas to the benefit of the 
corporate whole. 

What helps a team to function well? Communication is always 
key. No individual should feel the need to keep their thoughts and 
actions to themselves but should share them with others so that 
they can all have a clearer picture of what other players are up to 
and learn from one another.

The role of the Principal in the team and in the educational 
institution as a whole has to be to do with people. The Principal, 
as leader, cannot hide in the study, even if he or she is a 
natural introvert, but must develop the art of strategic presence 
and welcome visibility, respecting and valuing the resulting 
relationships above all else.

The Principal must not act alone. Working together with trusted 
and trained senior colleagues, over time, a vision and strategy will 
begin to emerge. In the leadership team, inevitably, the Principal 
is first among equals, having been given responsibility for the 
leadership and management of the institution by the governing 
body or local authority. But that does not mean the Principal has 
to chair all the meetings or control every discussion.

An able Principal brings his or her own gifts, supplemented by 
professional training and the particular knowledge and pastoral 
sensitivity that come from being at the heart of the community. 
Having said that, the Principal’s main role is to encourage the 
team, to motivate and mentor the members of the community, to 
put in place support and training, to make sure the right people 
are in the right place at the right time, and to keep a check on 
the boundaries so that the institution is relating properly to the 
governing body, the wider educational sector and the demands 
and needs of society as a whole.
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One of the most important tasks of a Principal is to ask colleagues 

what he or she can do to help them enjoy their own work more or 
to make their careers more fulfilling. That is not to say that every 
working day will be enjoyable. A satisfying life in education will 
prove demanding, exhausting and thrilling, all mixed up together. 
There are bound to be times of failure, boredom, frustration and 
despair but, overall, a career in education ought to be satisfying, 
fulfilling and life-enhancing.

It should never be forgotten that one person all leaders must 
focus on is themselves. Despite what I have said about the 
relationship between leaders and their teams, leadership can 
be lonely. Of course there are colleagues, mentors, friends and 
family to offer understanding and support, but do not be surprised 
when the sense of loneliness or isolation arises nonetheless.

It has been said that a leader without followers is just a person 
out for a stroll. There will be no followers if the leader cannot 
be trusted. In considering what makes for greatness in education 
leadership, the most important factors are probably character 
and charisma. Other key personality traits may include self-
confidence, a sense of justice, moral courage and consistency. 

Educational leaders, therefore, need to develop a degree of 
emotional intelligence to match their mental intelligence.

As we face a new academic year or a new term or a new 
job, how might we face the challenge of playing our part in 
enriching the quality of lives of others? The educator’s life and 
work revolves around people. Look for the good in those around 
you; be supportive of one another; thank people and reassure 
them that they are appreciated. It does not take much effort on 
our part but it makes a huge difference to individuals who are 
enriched and grow, and this transforms the atmosphere of an 
academic institution.

The Rev’d Giles Dove worked as a senior manager 
specialising in alumni relations, communications and 

development fundraising in the higher education sector. As 
director of communications and development at the University 
of Stirling, he played an active part on the senior management 

team (SMT). He spent two years on the SMT of the National 
Library of Scotland prior to moving into the role of chaplain at 

Glenalmond College in 2007.

HERE&THERE If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,  
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com  
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.

Hive of activity at Bishop’s Stortford College 
In partnership with the Bishop’s Stortford Beekeepers Association (BSBKA), the school has started its own apiary and is 
delighted that a swarm of bees is settling in well in their newly-constructed hive. The queen bee has undergone her nuptial flight 
and is now filling up brood frames with eggs. Sitting alongside the College hive are three hives belonging to BSBKA. 

College chemistry teacher Elizabeth Oakley, who initiated the project, says: “The College’s activity programme is 
all about sharing interests and developing new skills as part of a fully rounded education. With the concern about the 
environmental implications of a declining bee population, the new beekeeping activity is a wonderful opportunity to play 
a part in addressing what is a major national problem.” 

Sixth formers Dominic Eddershaw and James Bratt are beekeeping as part of their Gold Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. 
“We inspect the hives during our activity session and check that eggs are being laid,” said Dominic. “I thought I knew about 
bees, but I now realise there is so much to learn about how they live and work together.”
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Drood eschewed
C&CR interviewed HMC’s longest serving member, the polymathic Ian Walker, as he 
approached his retirement from King’s Rochester after 26 years

What brought you to England and why did you stay? 

There was a well-trodden path from the college at which I 
was studying in Australia to two years at Bristol, followed by 
a DPhil at Oxford. Although I was offered places at Oxford, 
I turned them down to be supervised by two extraordinary 
philosophers in Wales: D Z Philips and Huw Price. 

For a range of reasons, I finished my doctorate quite quickly 
but was not able – for bureaucratic reasons –  to hand it in 
before the deadline and, having completed a commentary on 
the Greek text of one of Plato’s early dialogues, ran out of 
excuses not to work. After a tussle with the Home Office, I 
was allowed a work permit by which time Kerrie and I had 
decided that England was where we wanted to live. 

What puzzles you most about the English? 

Their commitment to amateurishness, although that 
commitment is not a long way from being very grown-up 
indeed. 

You have brought a different perspective to Headmastering, 
not least because of all your other interests. Could you tell 
us about them? 

I’m not sure about the protasis and therefore have trouble with 
the apodosis! I have never been particularly ambitious myself 
but I am hugely ambitious for my school. I have tried, as best 
I could, to be a servant to the children, believing firmly that 
their happiness, first and foremost, is what I should work 
hardest for. 

I don’t do this in a Seldon kind of way (although I have 
immense admiration for Anthony), but simply by being as 
attuned to the life of the school as best I can in order to stamp 
out bullying, to make sure staff treat children decently, to 
provide the pupils with as many avenues as possible that will 
allow them to flourish: in other words, the sort of things we 
all do. 

You ask about my interests. I played rugby to a reasonable 
level and did martial arts for 25 years, as a result of which I 
am now suffering from quite debilitating arthritis. Over the 
years, I’ve written a number of books and published hundreds 
of articles in academic journals and hope to continue to do 
that in retirement. I paint (mainly portraits) and can get a good 
likeness but I am untrained and it shows in my pictures. 

I am interested in Egyptology and would like, one day, to 
crack Meroitic (a language that is written in classical glyphs 
but is not classical Egyptian – I’ve been working at it in fits 
and starts for some years now). I am sitting on the first draft 
of two books at the moment with a further three synopses and 
relish the prospect of getting back to writing. Kerrie and I 
have a love of ballet and, of course, cricket. I guess, at some 
point, I’ll have to learn how to use a computer.

How is it that you come up with new answers to old questions? 

I don’t. Most of my answers can be found in Plato, Aristotle 
and Wittgenstein. We keep on asking the same questions to 
which adequate answers have been given 2000 years ago but 
we’ve become hard of hearing. In the end, the only thing that 
matters is love. 

What did you make of HMC on first becoming a Head and 
what changes have you seen, deplored and applauded in that 
organisation and in English education generally? 

I was appalled at my first conference to see senior Headmasters 
throwing buns at the annual dinner. On the other hand, it was 
a bit of a gentleman’s club and I quite liked that aspect of it. 

We have been here now for almost 40 years! We stayed 
because, in those days of the mid-1970s, we thought England 
was God’s heaven on earth: tolerant, vibrant, cultured… I 
don’t feel the same way now, thanks largely to New Labour, 
but I would never want to live full-time in Australia again. 

Ian Walker
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I find HMC conferences the most detumescent experience I 
can imagine. The best thing about them is that one gets to see 
one’s mates. 

There is a number of changes in education over the years 
that are to be deplored: the changes to O level before the 
introduction of the National Curriculum – it should have been 
the other way round but shouldn’t have happened anyway; 
Kenneth Baker’s asinine neutering of the state sector with 
‘directed hours’; the exam boards’ decerebration of English 
children by their target and money-driven machinations; the 
increasing centralisation, under New Labour, of education by 
politicos who know little of what they were saying – Estelle 
Morris even admitted it; the emasculation of universities 
by New Labour with the loss of the binary system and the 
ridiculous increase in targets in the numbers of people going 
to university; league tables; the fact that I’m commenting 
thus and becoming even more curmudgeonly than my wife 
believes me to be… I’ll want them to bring back hanging 
before too long!

What next? 

On the 1st September, Kerrie and I are going to live in 
Venice where I plan to write a book on the renaissance artist 
Giorgione. We will then, at some point in the new year, go to 
Australia to celebrate Kerrie’s mother’s 90th and then back to 
the place we have bought in west Oxfordshire (although we 
are not becoming part of the Chipping Norton Set) where I 
plan to write books and paint pictures. 

Against my better judgement, I have been appointed 
European director of a small, Hong Kong-based biotech 
company and have been encouraged to consider greater 
involvement in our local parish church. The house that we 

In a rare display of poor taste, Dr Walker has 
expressed a penchant for the poetry of C&CR’s staff 
poetaster, Ewart Home, who has penned the following 
doggerel synopsis.

I plan to write

The thing that most deeply incenses 
The long-serving Ian Roffensis
Is the decerebration
Of kids in this nation,
A sin that’s the worst of offences.

Politicos, watch out! Be very 
Afraid, as revengeful, not merry,
The New Labour Gang
He is planning to hang: 
Their best hope of mercy is Kerrie.

West Oxfordshire will be his base
And Ministers there he’ll disgrace.
Graffiti specific
In glyphs Meroitic
Chipping Norton’s walls soon will deface.

‘I have never been particularly ambitious myself but I am hugely ambitious for my school.’
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Proactive pastoral care
Chris Seal offers guidance to houseparents on negotiating sticky wickets 

Much is written about pastoral care and if it all were taken to 
heart it would be the most time-consuming role on the planet. 
Almost every eventuality is covered by guides, best practice, 
training sessions, academic study and, of course, the passing 
on of well learned experience. 

All of these elements are important in creating a strong 
pastoral portfolio that any deputy head might be proud of, 
but it also possible to find these demands overwhelming, 
especially when you are a pastoral leader at house level. 
It is with this in mind that I offer the following reflections 
on proactivity that might make the role of house staff more 
rewarding and, perhaps, easier in the long run.

When I say to staff that they will grow pastoral antennae, 
I don’t mean that Millfield’s houseparents are arthropods or 
crustaceans but that, over time, all staff involved with pastoral 
care develop an ability to pre-empt difficult moments and 
even predict behaviour. Some of this is common sense or born 
out of experience, but Richard Wiseman might argue that this 
is due to a state of mind. 

In The Luck Factor he identified four principles that 
characterise lucky people. One of them is the preparedness 
to ‘listen to their intuition’ and he adds that intuitive abilities 
can be increased by the type of work people do, such as 
‘mediation’, which all sounds a bit like houseparents growing 
antennae to me.

The understanding that you are in control of your own 
fortunes is key to projecting proactive care. The demands of 
any role in this field should focus the mind on how best to 
maximise the key resource – you. You will know that time 
management will be important, and that administrative skills, 
knowledge of policy and procedure, keeping up-to-date with 
national developments, management and leadership of staff 
and your presence in the house will all need addressing at 
certain times. 

It is therefore essential that everyone in these roles ensures 
that they invest time and resource in themselves. In terms of 
the detailed induction of pastoral staff, you learn not by what 
you are told, but by what you do. Induction is a two way 
process and successful induction procedures allow inductees 
to engage rather than ‘have it done to them’.

This investment in self all sounds very existential, but it is 
also perfectly practical. Judicious use of outside courses can 
be an important method in gaining much needed experience 
whilst externally validated qualifications provide reassurance 
that you are on the right tracks. I am a Boarding Schools’ 
Association tutor and I believe that the courses BSA run 
provide excellent guidance, and the same is true of the 
sessions provided by HMC and SHMIS. But you only have 
to look around your own common room to find a wealth 
of knowledge and experience in this field and, with a well 
developed culture of sharing good practice, most common 

have bought has a chapel and I am looking forward immensely 
to painting a triptych to sit on the altar. 

I am also looking forward to finishing off the book Humans 
and Other Animals which everyone should be encouraged, when 
it comes out, to rush out to buy in order to enhance my pension. 
Most of all, I look forward to spending more time with Kerrie, 
who has been the one great love of my life since I was 16.

I have found Headmastering to be an immensely rewarding 
but demanding and, at times debilitating, job. The demands on 
one’s wife are no less and I promised Kerrie that I would give 
her 25 years of undiluted adoration and affection in retirement. 

I guess we will spend more time in Australia (arthritis isn’t 
so bad in the sun) but some time at Christchurch, Oxford, 
listening to the magnificent choir, or at St Mary’s listening to 
the better quality theology. 

What will you miss most? 

Undoubtedly the children and, a very close second, my 
friends in HMC. The principal benefit of the organisation is 
that it provides one with a variety of conduits to Heads who 
are competent, caring and talented colleagues who provide 
laughter, support and love.

Chris Seal
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rooms can generate just as much good guidance as courses 
costing £250 per day. 

Once you have spent your two weeks in Benidorm reading 
The Element, Bounce, Out of our Minds, Why do I need a 
teacher when I’ve got Google and any other texts your head of 
staff development offers you, then the proactive pastoral worker 
will turn attention to national guidance. For boarding staff, the 
National Minimum Standards are the beginning of this process. 
It has to be admitted that this is not exactly a ‘page turner’, 
but a working knowledge of this document is vital for anyone 
running a house. It provides a framework for managing a house 
and should underpin all boarding policy and procedure. DfE 
and Ofsted are the other key sources for information and both 
offer a fully searchable website – dull it may be, but book out an 
afternoon in the diary if you can and have a look.

Though the idea of zealous policy preachers will not 
appeal to the vast majority of house staff, they would find 
that these policies are in many ways exactly what is being 
done already in boarding houses in schools up and down the 
country. Proactive staff encourage positive behaviour, and 
the framework that underpins many discussions in house 
assemblies or meetings are house or school rules. But these 
meetings reach much further than the simple encouragement 
to behave. 

Houses and those who live in them need to be aware of their 
relationship with other houses and the school as a whole. For 
instance, towards the end of every term I would remind the 
house that they were tired, staff were tired and that this might 
make relationships scratchy and potentially combustible. 

Trying times are inevitable for anyone involved in pastoral 
care and it is important to pre-empt these with positive and 
timely communications. Keeping parents briefed about the 
great things that are happening brings a sense of wellbeing 
to a parental body and can settle even the most reluctant 
boarding parent. 

The emotional turmoil that any boarding parent might go 
through is beautifully analysed in Libby Purves’ Parenting the 
Boarder in which she points out that boarding parents can be 
‘dismayed’ by their first reaction to boarding and asserts that 
most ‘hate it’ at first. Boarding staff therefore, she points out, 
have a responsibility to listen and be sensitive when there are 
grumbles, and, I would add, staff should share good news and 
project the notion that the house is a good place for the child. 

At the root of all good pastoral care are three simple basics. 
First, it is important to see. This means being around the 
house, watching matches, going to productions and recitals. 
These tangible displays of support are often underestimated 
by staff but they are appreciated by pupils more than we 
perhaps suspect. 

The next step is to know. The hours spent in the house, 
the conversations that are so vital with all pupils, the chance 
meeting with parents in the car park, and finding out that the 
child is the goalkeeper in the U12C netball team, is built up 
over time and is a key resource in your care of the children. 
It can inform conversations, help find a way through difficult 
times and allow you to guide the pupil proactively through 
their time at school. 

When parents are less than complimentary about pastoral 
care, they often say that the school ‘doesn’t know my child’. 
This is by no means always true, but as a perception it is a 

powerful driver. The third phase of this area is to record. The 
house fanzine may be exactly the right way to record the fact 
that Johnny has scored his 1000th goal for the U14D hockey 
team, but clearly all schools offer plenty of ways to reaffirm a 
sound knowledge and care for the children. 

Writing good reports is crucial. The use of ‘statement 
banks’ was something that crept into schools for a period and 
something that parents found intensely irritating. Teaching 
and house staff start every report with a blank page (or box 
in the database) and honest, direct and informative comments 
establish and nurture relationships with parents and pupils. 

Perhaps one of the best reports I have ever read was from a 
cricket professional on one of the boys in his team. It started 
simply ‘If I had a son, I would want him to be like Matthew.’ 
Now this is only possible when parent and coach are well 
acquainted, otherwise there might be a number of questions 
asked, and there might be some members of management 
teams who would argue that this did not meet their report 
writing criteria, but the sense of pride on the boy’s face and 
the tears rolling down his mother’s face on leavers’ day spoke 
volumes about the on-going relationship that this member of 
staff had built up over time. 

It had involved speaking with parents often (and not always 
agreeing), having honest conversations with the boy and 
feeding back into staff meetings about the progress of this 
child. It was also, of course, evidence that well managed non-
teaching staff have much to offer in the pastoral care of pupils.

To get the right outcomes for children there must be 
significant pastoral investment in staff. This first stage in 
proactively managing house staff is to find out what you 
have. Audits are a rather formal way to approach things, but 
this is essentially what you should be doing informally from 
the moment you apply for the job, through your induction and 
then as you get down to the job. 

As with the children, knowing what you are dealing with 
is essential to finding out where you are going. Once you 
have assessed the staff, you can begin to establish shared 
goals and work towards them. To lead a staff team, prompt 
communication is essential, difficult moments must be faced 
and issues never left to fester. Proactive leaders will meet 
staff teams regularly and proactive tutors will spend time in 
the house and share information readily with the houseparent.

It is tempting to construct a perfect vision of the staff, 
pupils and leadership you would want to deliver outstanding 
pastoral care but this can sometimes be unhelpful as the job 
is infinitely open ended. It is perhaps better to view pastoral 
care as a continuum. At times you will have to be reactive 
since children – and staff – can be unpredictable, but if you 
can inhabit the proactive end of the continuum as often as 
possible, I believe you will find the job more rewarding and 
more enjoyable.

Chris Seal is deputy head (boarding) at Millfield  
and previously ran the cricket at Trent College,  

where he was a housemaster.
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Is Common 
Entrance fit  
for purpose? 
A response

In response to Graeme May’s article in Conference & 
Common Room, I agree that CE is, once again, under scrutiny 
as to whether it is the best vehicle for the load it carries, but 
sniping at it from the comfort of the senior school common 
room, albeit exhausted and demotivated by the process of 
marking the blessed thing, is not a great contribution to the 
argument. Some colleagues in prep schools, not to mention 
their Year 8 pupils, may well feel somewhat dispirited too, in 
the knowledge that their hard work is seen as an ‘irrelevant 
and onerous task’.

I am not at odds with everything Mr May says. He speaks 
a great deal of sense about finding a genuinely exciting 
curriculum that would enable a more seamless transition into 
Year 9 and I agree that there is too much concentration on the 
product and not the process.  

Essentially CE offers us a syllabus and it is our job as prep 
school leaders to ensure that we enliven our teaching and 
learning programmes to deliver that syllabus in as innovative, 
creative, collaborative and ‘media-savvy’ way as possible – 
not simply ‘teaching to the test’. CE does indeed remain a 
valuable and flexible ‘gold standard’ for many, still used as 
the primary assessment or entry tool to a significant number of 
senior schools, depending upon geographical area. 

But what happens when our charges leave us and go on 
to those senior schools? This is possibly where the real 
disconnect occurs. We are told, disparagingly, of senior 
schools having to ‘repair the damage done’ by CE, whilst 
others in senior school common rooms are happy with how 
their new wards present in the Michaelmas term.

How can ISEB hope to evolve according to the preferences 
of diverse users unless CE schools let ISEB know what they 
think? It is crucial that senior schools, and especially the 
colleagues who mark the papers, engage in the debate about 
the future of CE. 

That future is in the hands of senior schools and all schools 
that use the exams need to pass their comments back to ISEB 
to ensure that the paper setters understand how CE is received, 
which aspects are valued and what should change. That is one 
of the many positive messages of the CE conference which, I 
believe, Graeme failed to put across in his text.

The professional respect upwards is clear from my 
perspective, but the article in C&CR seems to show a 
lamentable lack of respect for the whole prep school process. 
Even schools that make their admissions decisions via the 
11+ pre-test route would surely, from a purely educational 
development perspective, want their future students to be 
engaged in an academically worthwhile and well-structured 

curriculum which takes them through to the summer of Year 
8 before embarking on their senior school career in Year 9, a 
mere 60 days or so later.

And should we not be hauled back by strong, heavy horses 
at this stage to be reminded of the wider nature of our 
selection process in independent schools? What do we stand 
for? Narrow academic selection? Surely not! The ‘slow left 
arm’ of one school’s selection process and the ‘significant 
contributor to any school’s community’ values of another are 
at the heart of independent education. We see beyond the data; 
we value the person; we enjoy the myriad skills and talents in 
front of us; we select people, not statistics. The prep Head’s 
report contains precious ‘value-added data’ which I hope we 
will never say goodbye to. 

For prep schools, CE is a ‘Common Exit’ exam and its 
commonality is key. Prep schools which feed a range of 
senior schools would prefer to teach whole classes to a 
common syllabus of knowledge and skills towards a common 
examination, so that the teachers can focus on teaching and 
learning rather than researching as many different syllabuses 
as there are senior schools.

For the future success of CE there are two key factors: 
that senior schools support changes that make them wish to 
use CE; and that prep schools can use preparation for CE 
to provide part of the framework for a broad and inspiring 
educational experience. There is an enormous sense of pride 
and achievement felt by the vast majority of pupils sitting CE 
exams that can be seen as they open their grade envelopes. 

In addition, CE approached in the right way instils a sense 
of disciplined study, helping young learners to understand 
how to revise, prioritise their time and manage large amounts 
of learning. This is relevant for senior schools where pupils 
need to cope with even more exam-led curricula.

We are all part of that educational journey, that arc of 
progress and development, that process which helps bridge 
the transition from prep to senior. We should all be embracing 
this process and, undoubtedly, we should be aiming for a 
seamless continuum.

So, even if Harry and Molly do have their unconditional 
places safely secured at their senior school of choice by age 
11, can we have a professional agreement that the subsequent 
process, never mind the result, has intrinsic educational value, 
continuing to develop the young learners the senior schools are 
so clearly keen to have, valued by both prep and senior schools?

Many prep schools, as mine does, send children to a wide 
range of senior schools, so the continuum concept (no link 
intended to Liedloff’s book of the 70s) can only be achieved 
through a common approach, so that the senior schools ‘know 
what to expect’ and the prep schools know what the senior 
schools want.

That is surely the job of the ISEB which is continuing to 
wrestle with this matter through positive and constructive 
development as seen at the Westminster Conference. The 
existence of an independent schools examination board is 
something worth fighting for. With improved communications 
between schools and ISEB there exists the opportunity to 
improve CE by building on the changes that have been 
effected, including the identification of regional interest 
groups, and bringing together the highest user prep and senior 
schools to ensure relevant and best practice in the whole 
assessment process. Continued overleaf



–

Avoiding the pitfalls 
of a final hurdle.
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Damaging Admissions?
William Rees reminds us of the difference between Admissions and Marketing

My predecessors at Eton held the quaint title of Eton List 
Secretary, which generated particular absurdities when their 
secretaries answered the phone. When I took over at the moment 
of revolution – the abolition of early House registration and 
the introduction of a transparent and meritocratic universal 
assessment – a new title seemed essential. 

‘Registrar’ wasn’t available since someone else in the school 
had that designation at the time for a blend of administrative 
roles, though on my travels to prep schools throughout the UK 
I was often introduced as the Eton Registrar. That was fine in 
terms of people’s easy recognition of what it said on the tin, 
and it is the post of senior school registrar that I will examine, 
fortify and defend in this article. 

There are many impressive registrars who are walking 
their precarious numerical tightrope with great skill and 
who at present need little fortifying or defending. There 
is, however, a trend which worries me in the changing 
relationship between admissions and marketing within the 
new management structures being developed in some schools. 

Dangers follow when the role and status of the traditional 
registrar figure are diluted or indeed removed altogether, 
perhaps under the influence of a management consultancy 
firm applying a top-down theoretical template rather than an 
organic awareness of how an admissions operation actually 
works on the ground. 

When an overarching director of admissions and marketing 
(or, indeed, a director of marketing and admissions) is 
appointed from a business background rather than from within 
the ranks of the common room, there is powerful potential 

for things to go wrong. It may work well if the perfect 
appointment is made, but there is a real risk of letting the tail 
wag the dog.

A traditional registrar has the school’s ethos and collective 
personality in the bloodstream. In the absence of that figure, 
a damaging vacuum can form where there should be an 
experienced, authoritative and confidence-creating presence 
who has the trust of prospective parents, teaching colleagues 
and prep school Heads. 

The empty space cannot be filled with a glossy prospectus 
and mission statement, marketing initiatives and superficially 
impressive jargon, and office staff can find themselves 
floundering in the absence of senior guidance when trying to 
answer the more challenging questions posed by prospective 
parents and feeder school Heads.  

Imaginative marketing is of course vital and valuable in 
itself and I have met some excellent practitioners of this art 
(or science), but it can never form more than the surface layer 
of a story in which the inner substance and quality of personal 
communication should always be of the essence. 

Beyond the immediate impact made by the Head’s first contact 
with families, that communication is best channeled through an 
experienced, all-round, practical educator, who has a fund of 
wisdom and anecdotal examples to meet every parental anxiety 
and outdated perception, and who knows how to nurse and 
guide families new to independent education. In the boarding 
school context that experience certainly includes substantial time 
running a house, with all the understanding that brings of teenage 
development and of the concerns and aspirations of parents.

I am sure that ISEB would agree that the aim is for senior 
schools to feel that the courses being followed in Years 7 and 
8 are ‘genuinely useful’– not to mention, in the best of cases, 
inspiring, developmental and genuinely educational.

Other curriculum approaches can co-exist with CE, 
providing breadth and celebrating the less academic aspects 

of the educational package. The Independent Curriculum has 
sought to bring a more reflective skills base into learning, 
encouraging self-evaluation, but still using CE. 

The Prep Schools’ Baccalaureate (PSB) has come from the 
assessment end and rewritten the syllabus with a modular 
approach that avoids the pitfalls of a ‘final hurdle’ and 
produces an assessment portfolio. All have their strengths and 
shortcomings but represent an attempt to improve the Year 7 
and 8 experience. 

This brings me full circle to common ground with Mr May. 
Let’s separate the process from the product, let’s shake, rattle 
and roll the whole Year 7 and 8 experience, let’s dispense 
with the Emperor’s New Clothes. Why? Because the senior 
schools should surely be genuinely interested in this practical 
evidence of their new pupils’ continued attitude to learning 
and the successes they have achieved along the way since they 
were assessed at 11. So, let’s engage more fruitfully with the 
notion of the seamless continuum and make it an exam worth 
taking, even if that does mean filling in an ISEB questionnaire 
at the end of a tiring summer term!

Alexander Mitchell is Headmaster of Holmwood House 
School, Colchester, and writes in consultation with IAPS.

Alexander Mitchell with people not statistics.
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Even with the most committed will in the world, a managerial 

recruit from a business background may not fully grasp the 
nature of life on our very particular planet, the essence of what 
is being marketed and the mind-set of prospective buyers. It 
takes time to absorb and understand the ethos and way of life 
of a school and of the sector and, if an effective rapport is not 
created and sustained with the common room (not least when 
a barrier is erected by business-speak), that awareness will be 
absent and the vital support of the teaching staff may be lost. 

At worst, a gulf inhabited by cynicism can open up, with the 
danger of disenchanted staff making damaging off-message 
remarks on the touchline or at dinner parties, along with a 
reluctance to get involved in activities that promote the school. 

When things are working well, all members of staff feel 
that they are part of the school’s marketing effort and have 
a stake in the entry process, and that is best achieved when 
they understand, trust and respect the departmental leadership. 
There are ways of rebuilding those connections when they 
have been damaged, but the remedial work takes time and 
effort and alienating the common room in the first place is 
not shrewd.

For housemasters and housemistresses in particular, their 
working relationship with a registrar who has been there and 
done it is key to the successful running of a harmonious, 
flexible and transparent placement process in which everyone 
can have confidence. That includes sympathetic recruitment 
training for those who may well be doing the job with quiet 
effectiveness but who don’t necessarily talk a good game to 
prospective parents.

An even more important area where confidence and 
momentum can be lost is in the relationship between the senior 
school’s admissions leader and feeder school Heads. Every 
traditional registrar knows that this is the most important 
element in the whole equation and a failure to nurture and 
develop that relationship can be catastrophic in its knock-on 
effect on parental interest and belief in the school. 

That, by extension, makes the senior Head’s job much 
more difficult. Personal familiarity, mutual trust, shared 
understanding and straight talk are of the essence in steering 
children into the right schools for the right reasons, which 
is, surely, our objective. When a school changes its entry 
procedures, feeder Heads need to be informed and made part 
of the process. It’s a simple matter of investment in people. 

If a school loses sight of this vital direct relationship 
behind a cloud of marketing initiatives and abrupt policy 
announcements, however imaginative and dynamic they may 
be in themselves, it does so at its peril. Here too things can 
be repaired, but it takes time and hard work to restore the 
relationship with prep schools that have gone off the radar.

An admissions and marketing director from business origins 
is also likely to find it difficult to gain a rapid, thorough and 
sensitive understanding of the thorny issues surrounding 13+ 
transfer which are currently fragmenting opinion and strategy: 
the Years 7-8-9 curriculum, pre-assessment, Common 
Entrance and potential alternatives to it. 

Every school will need to chart its course through these 
debates in the time ahead. The experience, wisdom and vision 
of a registrar who is knowledgeably in touch with the school’s 
educational leadership, ethos and aims are vital stabilising 
elements in the voyage through these choppy waters.

I would urge all senior school Heads not to be tempted to 

cast aside tradition in this area, but to have as a succession 
planning priority the identification and cultivation of men and 
women within the common room who have the potential to 
take on the classic registrar role. Far from being diluted by 
marketing, the status of the registrar needs to be upgraded 
in some schools and the admissions job seen as a significant 
opportunity for promotion from within. 

If there really is no one who fits the bill, then next in 
line would be an experienced and empathetic educator with 
closely related experience at another school (and yes, to touch 
on an interesting current trend, that could be a former prep 
school Head).

As well as having the qualities intrinsic to success in the 
admissions role, the traditional and modern registrar needs 
to be able to work very constructively beside a marketing 
leader where that appointment is judged necessary. Such a 
relationship flourishes to the benefit of the school where there 
is good communication, personal chemistry and mutual trust, 
and where marketing is active in the service of admissions 
rather than calling the shots or, at worst, shouting in a vacuum.

As Tutor for admissions at Eton College from 2001 to 
2009, William Rees was responsible for implementing and 

communicating the school’s radically modernised and 
democratised entry system. He was consulted by several Heads 

and many registrars during those years as they considered 
their own reforms. Now semi-retired and an independent 

consultant, he has worked with a number of HMC schools to 
help them appraise and develop their admissions strategy, 

structure, processes and communications. He can be contacted 
at whrees@btinternet.com

William Rees
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In the spirit of 
Churchill
Helen Aherne describes how  
teachers can learn by letting travel  
broaden their minds

‘Personally I’m always ready to learn,
although I do not always like being taught.’

These words of Winston Churchill should resonate with 
teachers and students. Churchill was not, by his own account, 
a great success academically. In My Early Life he described 
how he was unable to write anything in the all-important Latin 
paper in the Harrow Entrance Examination and he found that 
somehow exams ‘always tried to ask what I did not know’. He 
was placed in the lowest form in the school and only passed 
into Sandhurst at the third attempt. 

In fact, though, his skill both as a speaker and as a writer 
was recognised at Harrow and throughout his adult life he 
earned his living by writing. His command of written English 

reached the same heights as his oratory and its quality was 
recognised by the award of a Nobel Prize for Literature in 
1953. Five years later, Churchill College was founded at 
Cambridge and here his archive is stored, providing a fitting 
tribute and a treasure trove of evidence that demonstrates his 
literary talent.

Recognised by many as the Greatest Englishman, the 
Diamond Jubilee offered an appropriate reminder of the man 
who was Prime Minister at the Queen’s Accession by naming 
the barge that carried the Queen The Spirit of Chartwell after 
Churchill’s beloved house in Kent. The Winston Churchill 
Memorial Trust was founded in the UK on 1st February, 1965, 
the day after his funeral. There are sister Trusts in Australia 
and New Zealand and they all provide Travelling Fellowships 
to ‘men and women from all walks of life’.

Travel to make a difference in education
Each year the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust awards 
over 100 Travelling Fellowships to British citizens from all 
walks of life and from all over the United Kingdom to gain 
experience abroad in a wide range of interests in order to bring 
back benefit and positive change to their profession, their 
community, the UK and themselves. A travelling sabbatical 
will add real value to your skills and to your CV, as well as 
furthering your leadership and role model abilities.

One of the ten categories in which people can apply this year 
for travel in 2013 is education. The Trust is looking for teachers 
aspiring to Headship to research educational values and standards, 

‘The Winston Churchill 
Memorial Trust has also 

teamed up with The Mercers’ 
Charitable Foundation for 
three years to award ten 

Travelling Fellowships. This 
alliance is seeking individuals 

working in the education 
system to travel overseas to 

experience and research best 
practice in other countries’
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HMC Projects:  
300 teachers since 1996
Two years after the HMC Projects student scholarship scheme 
was established, it was decided that teachers from former 
communist countries could also benefit from spending a year 
in a UK independent school. 

A training and work experience scheme was therefore set 
up in 1996 to give teachers the opportunity for professional 
development by experiencing different teaching methods in a 
variety of British independent schools and to enable them to 
practise and improve their English. 

The scheme won the approval of the British Council and the 
UK Border Agency and over 300 teachers have benefited from 
it, bringing considerable skill and enthusiasm to our schools. 
As with the students’ scheme, the teachers’ scheme is open to 
GSA, SHMIS/SoH and IAPS schools.

In 1991, immediately after the Velvet Revolution, 
President Vaclav Havel wrote ‘The most important thing 
(for Czechoslovakia) is a new concept of education. At all 
levels, schools must cultivate a spirit of free and independent 
thinking in the students. Schools will have to be humanised… 

The schools must also lead young people to become self-
confident, participating citizens.’ (From Beyond the Shock of 
Freedom in Summer Meditation). 

Just as in Czechoslovakia, other countries emerging from 
the stultifying yoke of communism were looking for ways 
of improving their education system to make it fit for the 
purpose of educating young people to face the challenges and 
opportunities of new and unfamiliar democratic institutions.

This could not happen without a new approach to the training 
of teachers. In these countries, pupils had been educated under 
the tenets of communist ideology and the concept of free and 
independent thinking was not encouraged: the opportunity to 
ask questions or to become involved in discussion would have 
been alien to their culture. Teaching methods were necessarily 
limited to dictation, lecturing and rote learning and progress 
was measured by success or failure in class tests.

While there has been significant development and progress 
in teacher training in many of the countries we work with, 
there is still an insatiable demand from eager young teachers 

new developments in teaching and to improve their leadership 
skills. This is a three-year collaboration with The Farmington 
Trust and four Travelling Fellowships will be awarded each year 
in this field. It aims to encourage aspiring Head Teachers to have 
a positive impact on their pupils and to gain a wider experience of 
best practice for when they become Head Teachers.

Dafydd Morris is one such example. An assistant head 
teacher at a school in north Wales, he has been awarded a 
Fellowship to travel to Australia to explore the impact that 
Restorative Practices have had within the education system 
there. He plans to disseminate his findings to the senior staff 
at all schools in his county, as well as looking for centralised 
government funding to train key staff in those schools in this 
method. He believes that the use of Restorative Practices 
within the educational setting has a positive impact on young 
people outside school, both at home and in their communities.

The Winston Churchill Memorial Trust has also teamed up 
with The Mercers’ Charitable Foundation for three years to 
award ten Travelling Fellowships. This alliance is seeking 
individuals working in the education system to travel overseas 
to experience and research best practice in other countries, 
in order to improve the educational achievements of young 
people aged from five to 19 in the UK in the four key 
academic areas of English, maths, science and technology. 

Professor Allison Littlejohn’s fellowship transformed her from 
a scientist to an educator, specialising in technology-enhanced 
learning for science education. She travelled to the USA to 
investigate the creation and ownership of learning resources and 
content, including the use of digital resources for learning.

Since then she has held many senior positions within 
universities. In 2007 Allison became Shell Learning Senior 
Researcher, leading a university team in the competition to 
win a prestigious research partnership with Shell, allowing 

unique exploration into aligning learning with work. She has 
also written books on technology enhanced learning.

“Anyone with the experience, desire and determination 
to bring about positive change in the hugely important area 
of education is encouraged to apply”, says Jamie Balfour, 
director general of the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust. All 
applications are judged on project merit and these opportunities 
are available to adults of any age, gender, religion or ethnicity. 
Successful applicants will receive an average Fellowship grant 
of £6000, covering travel, food, accommodation and insurance 
for approximately six weeks overseas. 

Since the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust was established 
it has awarded over 4450 Travelling Fellowships. Subjects cover 
the widest variety of topics including business in society; arts 
and older people; the creative industries; communities that work; 
environment, food and rural affairs; medicine and health; prison 
and penal reform; and science, engineering and technology. 

As well as promoting greater understanding between nations, 
the experience makes people more effective at work and in 
the community. Past award winners include nurses, teachers, 
artists, scientists, engineers, farmers, conservationists, carers, 
craft workers, artisans, members of the emergency services, 
sportsmen, sportswomen and young people.

Applicants need to be over the age of 18 and British citizens 
resident in the UK. The deadline for the 2013 applications is 
2nd October, 2012. For further information, and to apply, visit 
www.wcmt.org.uk

Helen Aherne is the publicity manager for the Winston 
Churchill Memorial Trust. Educated at Oxted County School 

and The London College of Fashion, she has worked in PR 
for Hobbs, Debenhams and the charity Pilotlight which 

brings business people together with charities.  
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to experience the best of the British educational tradition: to 
become familiar with our curricula; to experience interactive 
teaching methods; and to learn about the high standards 
required by our public examination system. 

Many will be unused to the amount of time devoted to 
practical work in the sciences, supported by top quality 
equipment and resources, or to the importance we attach to 
music, art and drama in the curriculum.

Jim Potts, director of the British Council in Prague from 
1986 to 1989, has said “There is a need in every democracy 
for a variety of alternative educational approaches and 
schooling, and the sorts of extracurricular activities that help 
to reinforce and develop a Civil Society of participating 
citizens.” These teachers will become aware of the important 
contribution made by our extracurricular activities and the 
emphasis on character development underpinned by our 
pastoral care systems.  

The teachers bring with them their own talents and 
commitment and make an important contribution to our 
schools both inside and outside the classroom. They can take 
back home what they have learned and experienced and share 
this with colleagues. Here are comments we received from 
some of the teachers who were placed in our schools last year:

It was the first time that I ever visited the UK and I’ve 
had indeed an unforgettable experience! I couldn’t count 
the things that I have seen or experienced for the first time 
during this year. I think that I probably discovered more 
about the British culture in one year of working and living 
at the school than what I could have learned during one 
year at the university. It was a very valuable first-hand 
experience that I shall never forget! Nor shall I forget the 
friendship that I have gained there and the feeling that I 
belonged to the community. 

Teacher from Romania.

It has been an amazing year for me, a year that I shall never 
forget, because it gave me so much both professionally 
and personally. My position at the school did not simply 
add to my teaching experience with educational models 
and practices, it showed me a completely new world, 
where there is real appreciation for art and where an 
emphasis is put on the high standard of art education. 

I was also fascinated to discover that being a resident 
tutor is not only a great responsibility but a wonderful 
opportunity to get to know the children better, to develop 
a more understanding and caring attitude. I am convinced 
that my residential duties made me a better teacher and a 
better person. 

Teacher from Bulgaria.

The chance which HMC Projects gave me last year was 
the most wonderful start of my career I have ever wished 
as a teacher. 

Teacher from Moldova.

Headmasters whose schools have participated in the scheme 
have also commented on the benefits these teachers bring to 
their schools:

The most valuable teacher resource I had in over 12 
years working with the scheme. Without exception the 

24 teachers I came into contact with gave so much both 
in the boarding community and the classroom. We were 
also able to help their professional development in so 
many ways.

I have been enormously impressed at the quality of 
the eastern European teachers we have employed at 
two schools. They are serious and mature individuals, 
they understand concepts of duty and service and show 
remarkable willingness to help. I would willingly have 
offered any of them further employment.

The teachers apply to our agents in their own countries who 
shortlist them. In Romania, for instance, 20 teachers out of 
over 240 applicants were selected for interview this year. 
Members of HMC Projects working group then interview 
them and make recommendations to me. I consider only those 
teachers who are graded A by the interviewers, to ensure that 
we offer places to teachers who are well qualified, whose 
English is sufficiently proficient and who we think will fit into 
one of our schools.

Schools that volunteer to participate in the scheme need 
to understand that the programme is for one year only and 
that these teachers cannot replace or substitute for full-time 
members of staff. Having said that, schools have an extra pair 
of hands to work in the classroom alongside another teacher, 
or to take whole classes on their own, or to work with small 
groups or individuals.

They are also expected to be involved in a boarding house 
and take a share of pastoral and supervisory duties. They are 
keen to become involved in extra-curricular activities and can 
often offer something original or unusual of their own. Many 
schools find that they can help with the teaching of EAL, as 
they understand the rules of English grammar! While most 
of our teachers have been offered places in boarding schools, 
some have also been placed in day schools where suitable 
accommodation has been available.

The school is obliged to provide them with free board and 
lodging and the minimum wage, which is currently £9,656 
for the year. For that investment they can provide young 
idealistic teachers with a unique opportunity for professional 
and personal development and at the same time benefit their 
own schools.

We are very keen for more schools to support this HMC 
initiative and to participate in the Teachers’ Scheme, which 
provides teachers with a life-changing experience and makes 
a very real contribution to the development and improvement 
of education in their own countries.

Peter de Voil was Headmaster of Frensham Heights 
School until 2004 and is the administrator of the HMC 

Projects Teachers’ Scheme.
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HMC Projects in Central and 
Eastern Europe
HMC Projects in Central and Eastern Europe has its 
20th birthday this September. On 15th September, 1992, 
representatives of 44 schools met in Uppingham to discuss 
a scheme for UK independent schools to combine in offering 
educational opportunity to boys and girls from countries of 
the old Warsaw Pact.

It was a time when many schools were opening doors to 
boys and girls from behind the erstwhile Iron Curtain. Roger 
Wicks of Kent College and Jack Ind of Dover had conceived 
a three-school scheme for Kent, using their contacts in 
Czechoslovakia to interview and select 100% scholars for 
their schools. 

Meanwhile, Robin Schlich had persuaded Stephen Winkley 
to offer a free place in Uppingham to a boy from their 
exchange school in Prague. Conference & Common Room 
published an article about other schools that were doing 
something similar and this encouraged Robin Schlich to 
conceive of an HMC scheme which would bring all that was 
happening into some sort of order. Stephen Winkley suggested 
an approach to Vivian Anthony, the Secretary of HMC, who 
chaired that first autumn meeting.

Less than a month later, on 5th October, the first committee 
meeting was held in the HMC offices in Leicester, with Roger 
Wicks as chairman and Robin Schlich as secretary. The first 
scholars arrived just under a year later in September 1993. 
Since then there have been over 1200, whilst a Teacher Work 
Experience scheme has also brought hundreds of teachers to 
UK schools.

Twenty years on – an evaluation
Twenty years ago the Berlin Wall had just been pulled down 
and the frontiers of Europe were once again open to allow 
the general population to rediscover their continent and one 
another. It was at this exciting moment of new hope and 
opportunity that the HMC scheme to enable talented students 
from the former communist countries in central and eastern 
Europe to spend a year studying in one of our schools was 
established.  

The principal purpose of the scheme was to build bonds of 
friendship, understanding and trust among some of the most 
gifted young people across Europe, so that never again could 
the peoples of the continent be divided by political ideology 
into two blocs that eyed each other fearfully across boundaries 
founded in mutual misunderstanding and distrust.

Twenty years later the situation is very different. 
Communication and travel have been transformed and we are 
all devotees of the same films, music and fashions. It is right 
to question whether the scheme is still relevant and, as some 
have asked, whether the scholarships provided for students 
from central and eastern Europe would be better used to give 
bright British pupils the chance of studying in one of our 
schools.

Sadly, however, the situation in Europe today offers little 
cause for complacency. The political stability and growing 
prosperity that we all took for granted five years ago now look 
much less secure. High levels of unemployment, especially 
among the young in Greece and Spain, are causing political 
and social unrest which, in the final resort, could result in a 
return to rule by military junta.  

Disappointment that their hopes for economic prosperity 
have evaporated could lead to the return of communist 
governments in the east. It is not inconceivable that Europe 
might find itself divided once more along the old fault lines, 
with our own country increasingly relegated to the sidelines, 
either seen as peripheral to the future of Europe or, worse, 
actively resented as some form of parasite, using Europe as a 
store cupboard into which we dip at will without contributing 
our proper share.  

Britain washed its hands of eastern Europe in 1945. 
Arguably at that time we had no alternative, but today we 
have choices and it is very much in our own interests that the 
choices we make should be positive. The need for friends in 
Europe, with an understanding of and affection for our way of 
life, and who share some of our values, is surely as great today 
as it ever has been.  

The HMC scheme was established as a way of investing 
in the peace and security of the world in which our pupils 
will live and work in the decades to come. Nothing that is 
happening in Europe at the present time suggests that this aim 
is any less relevant today than it was 20 years ago.  

Meanwhile, there can be no doubt that the impact on 
the individuals selected as HMC Projects scholars remains 
as powerful as ever. Time and again they refer to their 
experience of British education as life-changing. HMC should 
be very proud of what has been offered and given in its name. 

It is hard to think of any other HMC initiative that has 
brought comparable benefit to such numbers of brave and 
talented young people, and that has the potential to influence 
the future well-being of all those in our schools so profoundly. 
The future prosperity of our pupils and of our nation, as well 
as their security, depend critically on the contacts, good will 
and understanding that we generate among our neighbours in 
Europe – and HMC must continue to lead the way through the 
work of this project.

Rodney Fox is a former Headmaster of  
King Edward’s School, Witley.
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I live a pretty ordinary life in Zagreb, Croatia nowadays. I have a job, a mortgage and a pet. I try to contribute to national 
sustainability strategies and promote education for sustainable development. A degree in physics and philosophy from 
Oxford is surprisingly useful in that. But all those rest on a two-year stint at an ancient school in rural middle England. 

I got there as a hopeful but slightly bewildered post-war Balkans kid, and left a self-confident student with serious 
aspirations to crack the meaning of the universe. Most importantly, I feel a part of a close community that is today spread 
across continents. 

Mladen Domazet (Croatia) Uppingham 1995.

I am writing this as I am standing as a graduate student in 
Lamont Library, Harvard’s most loved and I’m looking back 
at the adventure of the past 12 years of my life. In the year I 
was selected, I was one of 1500 people who applied and one 
of seven to get the HMC scholarship. 

As an uncertain teenager embarking on the adventure of 
my life, I stepped into Epsom College, the place where I have 
benefitted from the best education in my life. For one happy, 
eventful year, I did my A levels compressed – and managed 
straight As. I was able to win the Debating Cup for my House, 
the Academic Prize, the French Oral Prize and I established 
a life-long association with a very dear place that I often go 
back to. 

This was the foundation for later work at the London School 
of Economics (where I was, crucially, helped by my college to 
put the funding together), which itself led to my job as advisor 
for the Prime Minister of Romania in 2004, then to the job of 
Minister of Privatization in 2006 and further consulting at the 
World Bank and with the Competition Council in Romania. 

Whilst the education here at Harvard is certainly excellent 
and the most professionally enabling anywhere in the world, I 
still think back to the happy, sheltered year in which I was an 
HMC Eastern European Scholar at Epsom College. 

Razvan Orasanu (Romania) Epsom College 1998.

Student voices

For a schoolboy from a provincial mountainous region of northern Bohemia, winning a scholarship to a school on the 
edge of London was a life-changing and eye-opening experience. The move to England and the opportunity to spend time 
with smart students and perceptive and kind teachers was a shock as I gradually realised how many false assumptions 
about the world, its politics and society I had formed while growing up.

Being in Chigwell I discovered how much of my thinking was shaped by the limited provision of media and textbooks 
available in Czech.

It taught me, albeit not always without occasional misunderstandings back home, not only to question myself 
and others, but also to understand that people usually disagree because of their differing perspectives. The amazing 
discussions with some close friends and teachers in Chigwell allowed me to open eyes a bit more and try to understand 
other people’s assumptions and also my own.

Now, when I have sat my last history exam at Balliol College, Oxford, and when I am moving back to Prague to work 
as a consultant for McKinsey & Co, I am more than aware that, despite everything I have done, my perspectives are still 
very limited. Nevertheless, my time in Chigwell, aside of teaching me how to succeed in the grown-up world and training 
my brain in analytical thinking, really ‘liberated’ me from my previously black and white thinking about the world, and 
that is perhaps the most valuable gift I received from the scholarship programme.

Jan Indracek (Czech Republic) Chigwell School 2007.
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It’s been a year since I embarked on the fascinating journey of attracting Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) to Moldova 
as advisor and team leader in the Moldovan Prime Minister’s Cabinet. 

My responsibilities to date have included not only briefing the Prime Minister on best policies for attracting more 
FDI, but also identifying sources of funding to create a professional team, coaching the team and addressing investor 
enquiries. It has been a rewarding experience to apply the knowledge and skills accumulated over the years at top-notch 
institutions in the world to addressing Moldova’s key development problem. 

Having graduated with a BA in philosophy, politics and economics (PPE) from the University of Oxford in 2004, 
I pursued my MA in International Development and Economics at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, USA. This 
world-class education enabled me to reach my initial goal of landing a job at the leading development organisation, the 
World Bank, in 2006. During the five years that I spent at the World Bank I was able to acquire the tools and knowledge 
that a future policy maker ought to have. 

It was the scholarship offered by HMC Projects and Chigwell School back in 1999 that opened up the first door to all 
these opportunities! It allowed me to think that my dreams of becoming a policymaker one day could indeed become 
reality. I am extremely indebted to the programme and have encouraged many young Moldovans to aspire and work 
hard to gain such a scholarship! 

By bringing together some of the brightest young students from central and eastern Europe and immersing them in 
the British educational system, the HMC programme facilitates cross-cultural understanding and helps shape the future 
leaders of the world. I stand ready to support this initiative to the best of my ability in the years to come!

Doina Cebotari (Moldova) Chigwell School 1999.

My first impressions upon arriving in the UK could be summarised with the phrase I regularly used “Oh dear, I can’t 
speak English and I am SO lost!” 

After less than a month in Truro School all my worries disappeared and I felt completely overwhelmed by all the 
opportunities around me. I did every possible sport or extra-curriculum activity that there was out there, from fencing, 
through ballet, to Duke of Edinburgh, I got involved in everything, I spoke to everyone. I really felt I made the most of 
my time as an HMC scholar. 

The best things, however, came after that. My HMC year allowed me to create strong friendships and relationships 
with teachers and parents of friends which turned this into a never-ending experience of discovering great things and 
achieving ambitious goals. After finishing my secondary education in Bulgaria, I went to live and work on the Isles of 
Scilly with the family of a friend from Truro School. 

There I worked very hard for the whole summer as an ice-cream maker hoping to save money for university. At the 
end of my time on the islands I was told that I had sold one ‘happy ice-cream’ to a lady who decided to pay for my entire 
university education! Currently, I am finishing my third year at the University of Birmingham, studying as an Erasmus 
scholar in France. 

The most exciting prospect for the near future for me is my departure to Bangladesh where I will work as a summer 
intern directly with Professor Muhammed Yunus, a Nobel Peace Prize Laureate. There I will be able to contribute to 
the global fight against poverty and provide better opportunities to the people in need. Exactly what HMC did for me. 

Viliana Dzhartova (Bulgaria) Truro School 2007.
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The two years I spent at Felsted School as an HMC 
Projects scholar changed my life completely. I enjoyed 
and benefitted from studying in an environment where 
questioning was seen as a virtue and an essential part 
of a learning process. Having obtained good grades at 
Felsted was a great starting point in my academic career 
and enabled me to pursue my dream to study law. The 
emphasis on extra-curricular activities helped me to 
develop myself into a well-rounded person – a quality I 
found so important when looking for jobs later on. 

However, looking back, the most valuable experience I 
gained from studying at a British school was the exposure 
to different cultures and people from around the world 
– something I would never come across in the Czech 
Republic. 

In my current role as a trainee solicitor for a British law 
firm on secondment in Hong Kong, I value immensely the 
cultural awareness and understanding I developed at my 
British school. Having spent each day at Felsted with my 
friends from China, Japan and Malaysia, I learned so much 
about their countries and cultures and this knowledge 
is priceless and enriches greatly both my personal and 
professional life. 

Nine years after leaving Felsted I see just how strong the 
personal bonds I created there are as this year alone I have 
visited friends in Sydney, Tokyo and Malaysia with whom 
I have kept in touch ever since I left the school. 

The HMC Projects scholarship gave me a chance to 
expand my Czech citizenship into a global citizenship 
– my entire life since leaving Felsted School has been 
influenced by this change for which I am extremely 
grateful.

Natalie Skacelova (Czech Republic) Felsted School 2001.

Over the past 13 years, I have always remembered how fortunate I am to have been given the opportunity to study in the 
UK. The scholarship from HMC Projects, combined with the generosity of Whitgift School, undoubtedly changed my 
life. This invaluable stepping-stone enabled me to progress at a much faster pace than I ever thought possible, preparing 
me well for university studies at Harvard and laying the foundation for my career on Wall Street. I am incredibly grateful 
to the programme for the opportunity given to me and hope the scheme will continue to help talented young men and 
women get closer to realising their full potential in life.

Sergei Trishin (Latvia) Whitgift School 1999.
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The HMC Projects scholarship was life changing and I am 
sure I would not be the only one to say so. The experience 
at Ryde School showed me what education can be if students 
and teachers believe in the inherent value of knowledge and 
motivate each other to study and understand the beautiful world 
around us. 

Life and study in a meritocratic environment was the first and 
most powerful proof for me that in a functioning society hard 
work is rewarded. The unceasing strife for knowledge and the 
importance of hard work instilled by my parents and reinforced 
by my experience at Ryde School have supported me through 
my further studies at the University of Cambridge and SAIS 
Johns Hopkins University. 

I would never have considered these opportunities had it 
not been for the care, support and intellectual passion of my 
teachers and mentors at Ryde School. I hope to create similar 
opportunities for people from disadvantaged backgrounds 
through my work in international development. 

My first year in the UK was also my first confrontation with 
people holding different world views from my own Catholic culture, 
family and education. Though challenging at first, I learnt that a 
healthy dialogue is crucial and requires a personal understanding of 
what I positively stand for and believe in and why. 

Starting at Ryde School and continuing throughout my further 
studies, I have read and debated issues of faith, philosophy, 
politics and society which I would likely have avoided in my 
comfortable home environment. But it was in the open and 
welcoming atmosphere at Ryde School that I first learnt to listen 
to, respect and appreciate other opinions, while at the same time 
convincingly stand up for my own. 

Lucia Muchova (Slovakia) Ryde School 2004.

On 2nd July, 2006, Bootham School in York hosted its annual leavers’ supper. As pupils stayed to say their personal 
goodbyes to teachers and staff in the dining hall, I was amongst them, due to fly back to the Czech Republic the 
following morning. I had just completed an emotionally draining, physically exhausting schedule of 44 exams spanning 
nearly 80 hours.

A few weeks later, the results came back as ten As at A level and three Distinctions at S level, putting Bootham into 
the papers all over the world. During the next few years I attended Trinity College, Cambridge, on a full scholarship, 
then headed over to the LSE. I went on to work for Goldman Sachs and some of the best hedge funds in the world. I 
started, sold and failed in business ventures. I graduated with a high first and Financial News put me on their list of 100 
Rising Stars – at 22 years old, the youngest ever by far. But that wouldn’t be the entire story.

In Cambridge, I founded Oxbridge Admissions, a charity that makes the admissions process more transparent, and 
throughout university, I mentored dozens of younger students. In my final year, I wrote a book about all the things I wish 
I had known when I was 15. It sold well and in 2012 I am still getting several emails every week from people whose life 
it changed for the better. I left Goldman Sachs to set up a hedge fund and I’ve ended up running a learning technology 
venture working on revolutionising the way people around the world acquire knowledge and skills.

At the end of that leavers’ evening, I stood there talking to my physics teacher. Listening to me reminiscence about 
the two years that just flew by, and watching me look around the dining hall, he asked in a fatherly voice: “You’re 
really going to miss this place, aren’t you?” Most of the people standing around that evening had me for the prototypical 
alpha-male, a tough control-freak with no emotions, notoriously over-achieving all the way from kindergarten. Yet, that 
evening, I looked up at my teacher, and then, for the first time since I was a kid, burst into unstoppable tears. Like a 
five year-old.

And that’s the thing about HMC Projects and the opportunities offered by the scheme. Being an HMC Scholar and 
spending two years at Bootham didn’t ‘just’ leverage my talent and drive, it made me a better man.

Jan Sramek (Czech Republic) Bootham 2004.
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In the last issue of C&CR we featured the Plymouth College elite athletes programme which, thanks to its specially 
designed boarding house, allows young swimmers from all over the world to study and train in a custom-built 
environment that provides them with every opportunity to develop their extraordinary talents.

One of the best features of this is that the programme’s participants do not lose touch with reality or the experiences 
of teenage life. Anyone who witnessed Lithuanian Ruta Meilutyte being interviewed on television after her Olympic 
Gold medal winning performance in the Women’s 100m Breaststroke could see that.

The boarding house means that the College can offer the elite sports programme to international students and not 
just to those who, like Ruta, live locally. Her stunning success will be a great boost for the College’s imaginative and 
life-enhancing programme which provides for all sorts of sports and confirms the opportunities which an imaginative 
and go-ahead school can offer to talented students.

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,  
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com  
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.HERE&THERE
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Apart from the fact that Harry Potter lost all its magic when it became clear that 
common rooms, house competitions, essays, prefects and school scarves were a reality 
in UK schools, everything else in my life changed for the better since I was offered 
the HMC scholarship. I’m 23 years old and no-one believes me when I say I’ve spent 
five years in the UK, one in Germany and one in Austria, all thanks to the direction I 
was given by my A level teachers. 

What my British friends were never able to understand is how privileged they were 
in terms of the treatment they received in school and the atmosphere that recognised 
and developed talents and capabilities and respected diversity and creativeness. 
Anyone who has studied in an eastern or central European school knows that this 
shouldn’t be taken for granted.

At some point I realised that I had spent my formative years in the UK and that, 
largely unintentionally, I had become a child of this country and, you could even say, 
I’ve become a European. Apparently I even speak other foreign languages with a 
slight British accent! 

Although sometimes it can be discouraging to feel that you neither belong at home nor in the UK, those feelings are 
fake and a result of our thinking within national frames. I am immeasurably thankful to HMC for allowing students to 
rise above those barriers and I am sure I will stay a lifelong advocate of the mobility of young people.

I was so fascinated by the differences in education systems that I decided to pursue that further in my education 
studies degree. If I continue my career in that area, it will be clear that my two years in a British school were absolutely 
instrumental in shaping the rest of my life.

Nadia Bonifacic (Croatia) Ryde School 2005.

My time here in the UK can be described as an ‘adventure of new experiences’ which started out with my first ever 
flight! I left Poland in September as a rather shy and quiet girl who had little confidence and wasn’t very outgoing. 
During the orientation course in Cambridge I was with friends that I felt comfortable with as I could still speak Polish. 
However, eventually I had to say goodbye to them and start a life outside of my native tongue. 

At the beginning that was quite a shock for me, a completely new situation, a new place and surrounded by people 
I didn’t know. It was hard but I kept on reminding myself that this ‘shock’ could not last forever and soon I would be 
more than fine. I had to be fine – living in the UK was one of my biggest dreams! 

Soon I made friends that I can now share all the joyful and sad parts of my life with. I started studying subjects that 
I enjoyed and one (design & technology) which is a strong passion of mine that I would not be able to do in my own 
country. The school has a strong emphasis on involving everyone and the house system allows you to integrate with 
people from all different year groups so that you can be both a friend and mentor to the younger pupils resulting in you 
actually feeling like a true member of the community.

Now the girl that leaves for Poland for the holidays is no longer shy or quiet. She is self-confident, outgoing and aware 
of her values thanks to the experience of living within the British society and studying at a UK school.

Aleksandra Waluga (Poland) Prior Park College 2011.

I can explain the experience HMC has given me in a word – 
the WORLD. Applying back in 2003 showed curiosity, thirst 
for the unknown, an urge to test the waters beyond the Danube 
and embrace another reality The scholarship for a British 
boarding school, with all its charms, peculiarities and class 
offered just that! 

From dreamy Surrey to buzzing London, through the 
inspiring LSE to the depths of the financial crisis and the 
heights of Hong Kong, even to the screens of millions in 
Britain through my appearance in The Apprentice and ending 
up working for the Queen’s bank! HMC gave me the ticket to 
the greatest rollercoaster ride of my life. I can only hope that 
HMC and all of us HMC ambassadors will continue to keep 
this window to the world open.

Bilyana Apostolova (Bulgaria) King Edward’s, Witley 2003.
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I consider myself very lucky to be both an 
HMC Projects Alumna and a member of the 
HMC Working Group. In 2008 I came to 
study as an HMC scholar at Dollar Academy 
in Scotland. It was one of the best years in my 
life, the beginning of an amazing journey full 
of discoveries, opportunities and achievements. 

It has been a wonderful experience to meet 
people from all over the world, to discover 
a new culture, to learn from great teachers, 
to love the rain and the sound of the pipe 
band in the early morning. The greatest of all 
these things was and still is the opportunity to 
discover myself, to see myself changing every 
day. 

In 2010 I had the honour to become a member 
of the HMC Projects Working Group and to 
observe more closely how the scholarship 

project makes dreams come true. I continue to learn a lot from all the people and teachers with whom I work. It is their 
hard work, enthusiasm and dedication that make these scholarships a life-changing experience for many young people 
from central and eastern Europe.

In its 20 years of activity, HMC Projects has opened doors to a new future for more than 1200 young people from 18 
countries in central and eastern Europe. Every year 60 scholars come to study in the UK and follow their dreams. It is 
astonishing to observe how these talented young people, a bit shy and a bit anxious at first, become enthusiastic and 
adapt to their new lives so quickly and become important members of their school communities. They have outstanding 
achievements at school, winners of academic prizes, successful prefects, head boys and head girls.

HMC Projects has a large and vital alumni community, with former scholars fulfilling their successful careers and 
dreams in different parts of the world, and playing an important role in their field of work and in their country’s future.

In 20 years HMC Projects has written history in many people’s lives, and we the alumni are very grateful for all the 
opportunities and support this scholarship programme has given to us. As one alumnus has put it, HMC Projects changed 
our lives and one day we will “change the world”!

Anda Bularga (Moldova) Dollar Academy 2008;
Assistant Administrator of HMC Projects since 2010.

Before I came to the UK, I wrote two lists. One was of all the things I feared about coming to study abroad, and the other 
was of all the reasons why, against all those fears, I still wanted it so badly. Coming to the UK gave me the chance to 
become the individual I had always wanted to be.

Learning how to tie a tie, finding my way through the enormous campus, playing laser tag for the first time, falling in 
love with economics, watching the fireworks on Guy Fawkes night, seeing a pantomime in Glasgow, listening to carols 
from the hills of Edinburgh, going to my first ceilidh, having my first kiss, travelling by train to London for the Team 
Maths Challenge, getting badly ill before my prelims but passing them with flying colours – this is only a rough sketch 
of what my life looks like at the moment. 

I will always remember how kind everyone has been to me since I set foot on this ground. I’ll keep trying to figure 
out what that taxi driver was telling me in his strong Scottish accent. And I’ll hold on to all the mental snapshots of 
stunning Scottish landscape bathed in sunlight, because contrary to popular belief, it’s often sunny here! People tell me 
I’ve grown… I tell them it’s because of the rain, but it’s not. 

Last year I became an air cadet and this year I took off in a two-seat aircraft from the runway at RAF Leuchars. And 
this is the world I saw from above: where everyone is proud to be Scottish; where mail travels fast and meetings start 
on time; where people cry at John Lewis adverts; where school is fun; where exams are taken seriously; where being a 
boarder makes you feel like you’re in a teen movie. 

“You have control, now”, the pilot told me. “I have control, Sir”, I replied and with careful and steady moves, I 
performed my first air manoeuvre. 

If there is one thing that living in the UK has taught me, it is confidence. It is being brave enough to take life into my 
own hands … and soar.

Maria Tatulea-Codrean  
(Romania) Dollar Academy 2010-2012.
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From pips, not cores
Growing the apple of knowledge: Ian Power challenges the universities  
to collaborate in creating a new 16-21 curriculum

The world of higher education in the UK is changing, or is 
it? This summer saw the first group of students leave school 
facing tuition fee charges of £9000 a year and future debts 
estimated at around £45,000. At the same time the government 
has announced that it would like universities to determine the 
content and assessment of new A level courses, presumably 
to address the apparent failings of a discredited and damaging 
academic secondary education system.

For the elite recruiting universities the future is looking 
decidedly rosy, if not even orange: control of school A level 
courses; control of fee income; and the ‘no win no fee’ offer to 
recruit as many AAB+ A level candidates as possible without 
fear of penalty. Vice-chancellors must be wondering ‘does it 
get any better than this?’

The issue of who should determine the content and 
assessment regime for A level courses is an interesting one. 
Ministers refer back to an apparent golden age when the 
dons and fellows of Oxford and Cambridge rubber-stamped 
traditional A level syllabuses with examinations aimed at the 
top 10% of the population, the vast majority of whom were 
destined for a much smaller group of ‘red-brick’ institutions.

What is more, these students were prepared for a university 
education based on large-scale lectures where the transference 

of information was paramount and where the only learning 
resources were housed in similarly red-bricked libraries. The 
end result was a university system that produced a steady flow 
of graduates deemed to be well educated and well prepared 
for a small pool of top quality employment opportunities on 
which the higher education boat barely rocked.

But the world of higher education has changed, or at least 
the input parameters have. The proportion of young people 
attending university has more than trebled in 30 years, with the 
former polytechnics and colleges of higher education joining 
the traditional elite. At the same time, the proportion of top 
A level grades obtained by students has risen inexorably, 
leading to annual claims that this ‘grade-inflation’ represents 
a dumbing-down of the entire secondary education system.

To critics, Curriculum 2000 simply exacerbated an already 
malfunctioning system, creating more examinations, further 
modularisation and, with it, higher grades. Successive 
ministers have tried and failed to reverse the tide, fearing 
perhaps a loss of face if results deteriorated or a backlash from 
the hard-pressed teachers in our schools who run the risk of 
vilification for simply trying to do the best for their students.

So, before things get any worse, enter the Coalition 
government with its ‘back to the future’ solution. Put another 

Ian Power 
would welcome 

collaboration.
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way, why re-invent the wheel when there was a perfectly good 
spare in the boot dating from the 1970s?

It is easy to see the attraction of putting the universities in 
charge of A levels. Immediately the gatekeepers of standards in 
higher education can take real control over the ‘input measures’ 
and ensure that the right people, with the right knowledge and 
skills, join undergraduate courses and achieve success.

Such a move would quickly bring to an end the need 
for universities to run extra courses to bring poorly and 
inadequately educated 18 year-olds up to the required entry 
standard. University staff would at last be able to determine 
what is taught in schools and so provide a seamless transition 
from school to higher education. But is this really the perfect 
solution, or are we missing the point?

This latest ‘looking back to determine the future’ policy 
presumes a great deal. It presumes that universities are best 
placed to identify what is meant by high quality content and 
experienced in the effective delivery of such material to a 16+ 
clientele with a broad range of abilities.

Putting aside the question of suitable content, universities 
might seek validation of their teaching expertise through 
the results of the annual student survey which indicate that 
undergraduates do indeed rate the quality of teaching highly. 
However, before we get too carried away, we need to understand 
the basis on which many students complete the survey. 

Universities have known for some time (though, 
understandably, this is not something to which they would 
want to draw too much attention), that students have a vested 
interest in rating their course and their university highly. 
Students are in something of a unique position in knowing 
that the currency of their degree in the graduate job market 
depends hugely on the overall ranking of their university.

Top scores in the survey ensure that their university moves 
higher in the pecking order and hopefully gives the students 
better job prospects. Although such an analysis is simplistic, it 
does offer a degree of caution where institutions are in effect 
asked to grade themselves against their own pre-determined 
standards and where those doing the grading have more than 
a passing interest in the outcome.

Research carried out by Populus and reported at last year’s 
HMC Conference revealed that students across both the 
maintained and independent sectors do not have a particularly 
high opinion of the quality of university teaching when compared 
with their school experience. Anecdotal evidence would suggest 
that university teaching has changed little in 30 years, still 
relying heavily on large scale lectures delivered by the few to 
the many, with limited scope for student-teacher interaction.

Opportunities to follow up issues raised in lectures are rare 
and overall contact time for many arts courses is barely more 
than five hours per week. For an investment of £9000 per 
annum this is a pretty poor return, especially when considered 
alongside a steady reduction in the number of teaching weeks. 

Several of our top institutions have adopted the American 
semester system but, surprisingly, without the necessary 
extension of term length. It is hard to understand how a first 
semester in America, which starts in mid-August and ends 
in mid-December, can be equivalent to one in London that 
begins in late September and finishes in early December.

Furthermore, for many of our ‘top’ UK universities, 
teaching effectively stops in early March and there are no final 
examinations! Historically we have baulked at the ‘excessive’ 

fees charged by American universities, but in the new world 
of £9000 tuition fees, the UK is looking less and less like 
good value.

A home (North Carolinian) student attending the University 
of North Carolina (ranked 43rd in the world in the most recent 
Times Higher survey) is charged around $7000 per year for 
tuition (less than £6000) for a course that lasts for 32 weeks 
and where average contact time is in the region of 15-20 hours 
per week.

Which brings us back to the suitability of universities to 
determine the content and assessment of A level courses. Is this 
really the way forward? The evidence from the way many of our 
elite universities operate would suggest that university-devised 
A level courses would indeed be very different, but do we really 
want a content-driven, mass-delivery system that uses barely 
10% of the working week for less than half the year?

To put this into context, maintained sector sixth forms 
currently deliver 20 hours of teaching a week for 40 weeks a 
year at a cost of around £6000 – a rate of about £7.50 an hour. 
In a significant number of our university courses, teacher-
student contact time accounts for barely five hours a week for 
24 weeks a year and costs £9000 per annum – a rate of £75 
an hour. At the University of North Carolina, the equivalent 
figure is £13 an hour – the figures speak for themselves!

School sixth forms are places of very good teaching and 
any attempt to exclude teachers from discussions about the 
development of new A level courses and assessments would 
be an unmitigated disaster. University academics might have a 
great deal to say about the transition from school to university 
and the needs of first year undergraduate courses, but their 
experience of sixth form learning is limited.

The solution is, of course, obvious. Schools and universities 
need to work together in the development of A level 
syllabuses and assessment systems, not separately. Schools 
and universities have important contributions to make in 
ensuring the delivery of the highest quality of education to 
all participants, whether those destined for the top performing 
academic institutions or those pursuing courses closely allied 
to specific careers or, indeed, the non-graduate job world.

University staff alone cannot do this and the government 
would be very unwise to allow them the freedom to do so. 
However, the recent HMC initiative to bring together university 
teaching staff and staff working at the top end of our schools 
surely points to the way forward: teachers from across the 
sectors working together to deliver a coherent and effective 
16-21 curriculum. But what curriculum and who should have the 
final say, teachers in schools or university academics?

Perhaps a solution could be found by going back to the 
future again, this time to look afresh at the idea of A level 
‘cores’. When the core knowledge, understanding and skills 
for each A level subject were considered in the 1990s, the 
system fell down mainly because the core became too large 
and unmanageable. In effect the core became practically 
the entire content of the course and this led to A level 
specifications that were just that, highly specified and sadly 
lacking in scope for innovation or future development.

In short, the subject specifications for each examination 
board became depressingly similar and, as a result, schools 
turned their attention more towards the achieving of higher 
grades and away from the exercise of any real influence over 
the interest that the course might generate in teachers and 
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students. This, sadly, is where we find ourselves today: a 
limited range of courses; pressure to get the best grades; and 
few incentives to innovate or excite the students. No wonder 
the teaching profession seems so demoralised.

If the solution lies with a review of subject cores, then how 
do we avoid repeating the same mistakes? The answer must be 
‘pips’ rather than cores, ie focusing on the smallest common 
elements that every course should have, not the largest. It 
would be a worthy challenge for university academics and 
teachers working together to devise a core that comprised 
only, say, 50% of A level time, but still served the needs of 
students wishing to study the subject at university. 

I do not believe that this is impossible. For my own 
discipline, physics, it would be relatively straightforward 
to devise a core that covered the essentials of dynamics, 
electrical theory, mathematics and the analytical skills that 
are essential for further study. Significantly, and just as 
importantly, it would be equally possible to devise an efficient 
and reliable assessment system that covered this essential core 
of knowledge, understanding and skills, probably through a 
final set of ‘traditional’ examinations.

With the core covered in a way that meets the needs of 
universities, employers and the students, educators would 
then be free to develop the other 50% of their courses in 
truly innovative ways. Such courses would be current, 
diverse, focusing on specific and different areas and, more 
importantly, able to utilise a range of assessment methods.

By way of example, a history syllabus might use an 
extended piece of research, whereas a science course might 
include a personal scientific investigation. Such a move 
would liberate teachers and university academics working as 
teams within examination groups to develop innovative and 
contemporary courses that would be stimulating for students 
and teachers alike, but without compromising the essential 
core requirements.

In fact a truly radical solution would see universities 
specifying grades only in the core requirements for entry onto 
specific courses: not quite an American SAT, but something 
shorter, sharper and more reliable than the current amalgam 
of multiple modules from across a wide range of disciplines.

The world of higher education has changed and it must 
remain changed: there is no ‘going back to the future’. 
Involving university staff in developing new A level courses 
and assessment frameworks is in itself a good thing. However, 
such involvement can only be in full collaboration with 
teachers and fellow educators and with a view to the 
possibilities of the 21st century, not nostalgia for the past. 

Young people in our schools and universities deserve 
a coherent 16-21 educational framework of challenge, 
stimulation and achievement at a price that is both affordable 
and justifiable. Such an aim is laudable, appropriate and, 
above all, eminently achievable.

Ian Power is the Membership Secretary of HMC.

HERE&THERE
National Young Fashion 
Designer awards
RGS Worcester students Harriet Gale and Leila 
Cattell provided the winner and joint runner-up 
at the final of the Young Fashion Designer 2012 
competition. Both girls have studied textiles at 
RGS from GCSE through to A level and were 
selected from over 150 entries to make the final 
six, where they had to showcase their work in  
front of ten judges drawn from all parts of the 
fashion world.

After setting up their display, featuring their 
chosen garment and other work, they had to give 
two presentations to the judges. These included 
representatives from the Design and Technology 
Association, the Textile Institute, a fabric agent 
who supplies Burberry and Paul Smith, the London 
College of Fashion and a designer and garment 
technologist. They were looking for technical 
development, innovation, commerciality, print design 
and fabric creativity in the competitors’ work.

Harriet Gale (left)  
and Leila Cattell
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The ideals of the teacher 
One hundred years on, Geoff Daniel celebrates a visionary educator

1912. The date resonates in this year of centenaries: played over 
and again across our screens, the Titanic goes down; Captain 
Oates steps outside for a moment; and the countdown to the 
Great War has begun. Kim Philby is born. So too Enoch Powell 
and Kathleen Ferrier. As La Belle Époque fades, the new King 
George V sits on an Emperor’s throne and the spirit of reform 
gathers momentum about him. Suffragettes are smashing win-
dows and a Liberal government passes the National Minimum 
Wage and Insurance Acts…

1912 was a special year for one man in particular, too, 
although on a more personal scale. It was the year my 26 year-
old grandfather Joseph Bethel Daniel was elected president of 
the Canterbury branch of the NUT. In his profession, things 
were also on the move. The world of Gradgrind into which he 
had been inducted as a 14 year-old pupil teacher was giving 
way to a new order, just as the old Dame and Ragged schools 
had become Board, Higher Elementary, Central, Day Trade, 
Industrial and County schools.

It was not surprising, then, that this was the time for 
new ideas and energy. He entitled his presidential address 
The Ideals of the Teacher, using the opportunity to inspire 

his colleagues with a vision he was to live out in his own 
professional life for nearly another 40 years. 

What follows are only extracts, but they give an eloquent 
insight into the workings of the new radicalism, an unusual 
commitment to something we might, in the 1970s, call child-
centred education. It offers a moral stance, too, and rejection 
of the earlier utilitarianism, besides an understanding of the 
psychology of learning and the importance of methodology. 
What is our job as teachers? he asks…

If only our work was to make some tangible objects, 
with definite dimensions, like the work of a mechanic, 
or like the work of an artist, or sculptor, who works in 
oils or stone, our answer would not be difficult. But no, 
our objects are human beings, living souls – children – a 
nation in embryo. 

I think you will agree with me when I say that the 
highest ideal of a teacher is to promote the welfare of the 
child and to prepare him for complete living. To foster 
the development of knowledge and above all to establish 
CHARACTER without which, education is a national 
calamity. 

A school class of the 1900s.
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The veterans of our fraternity will tell us that it was not so 

in their day. Their aims were so circumscribed by the State, 
that what to us means development of knowledge to them 
meant devouring of facts, whilst the training of character 
was left to chance. A child in those days was deemed a 
success or failure by what he knew, not by what he was… 

Therefore, we may observe the great difference between 
the schools of today and those of former years. In the 
one all efforts were directed towards a single aim, whilst 
today the development of knowledge is only a part of our 
work. (The lessons we teach include) those whose primary 
function is to apply and utilise knowledge which has 
already been acquired. Nor must we forget those splendid 
lessons which develop constructive and executive skill eg 
Handwork in all its forms.

It follows then, that the present day procedure in 
teaching must be totally different from that adopted under 
the old regime. Hence the method of instruction today 
must be so evolved that the physical and mental activities 
of the child become of first importance. The processes by 
which the knowledge is gained must be as valuable in the 
life and development of the child as the knowledge itself.

It might be asserted that, by regarding the method of 
instruction as of equal importance as the matter taught, 
the attainments will be proportionately diminished. I will 
admit that less ground may be covered, but it cannot be 
admitted that less will be learnt. So soon as a teacher 
attempts to increase the knowledge of the child without 
taking into account that gradual mental development by 
which all true knowledge is obtained, he ceases to be a 
teacher: he becomes a task master. 

Readers of Dickens will be familiar with the arrival of the 
Inspector who called to conduct the inquisitorial ‘formal 
examinations’ referred to next.

Although the Board of Education has abolished formal 
examinations, it is yet a lamentable fact that there are 
many misguided local authority officials who still persist 
in examining. It must not be inferred that examinations can 
be dispensed with. On the contrary, properly conducted, 
and by the proper persons, examinations are of great 
value, both to the teacher and children. 

But in order to judge the work of a class or of a 
school, something more than the percentage of marks for 
knowledge in the various subjects must be considered. 
What about the character training? How is that to be 
estimated? Certainly not by a casual visitor from an 
Education office.

Character training reveals itself daily, and experienced 
teachers, who are keen students in human nature, have 
little difficulty in ascertaining whether the habits of valid 
thought are aimed at, or the dry bones of fact: whether 
the children are being prepared to act for themselves, to 
originate a line of conduct, and to weigh circumstances 
before acting.

He concludes with words that would have inspired his 
audience of 1912, but for us, privileged with the burden of 
hindsight, these words have prophetic irony:

When we look at the world of today we cannot but be 
convinced that the growth of the democratic spirit, the 

belief in the worth and possibilities of the individual, must 
if our kingdom shall stand, be seasoned with integrity. Let 
us hope and pray then that the influences which we bring 
to bear upon our children, shall bear fruit not only in our 
schools but in the fullness of their living. 

Within 18 months his children would be preparing for another 
kind of world – for the Somme and for Passchendaele.

Joseph Daniel survived two World Wars and a school-
mastering career of 52 years, finishing as the Head of St 
Dunstan’s Secondary Modern in 1950. His radical impulses 
did not desert him: his own Headmaster approvingly described 
Joe’s ‘progressive’ teaching in 1913 as ‘having the effect of 
wakening in the children an enthusiasm for work’. 

In years to come he would be manning the barricades 
in Kentish education, negotiating wage rises and then 
orchestrating mass resignations when the county council 
reneged on the deal. Latterly, he pursued the impulses of 
those early days, being one of the first to introduce pupil self-
assessment in the school report – he never failed to be led by 
his own ideals. 

It is perhaps an obvious thought, but one wonders what 
any of us now might do in his place, before an audience of 
our colleagues, offering them The Ideals of a Teacher. Might 
we repeat any of Joe Daniel’s sentiments? And with what 
eloquence? What would we say of ‘integrity’, of ‘character’, 
of the ‘democratic spirit’ or the ‘fullness of their living’? And 
what, in 100 years, would our grandchildren make of the voice 
of 2012?

Geoff Daniel is the Deputy Rector at Dollar Academy.

J B Daniel at his wedding in 1913.
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It IS rocket  
science
Ivo Dawkins relates how The Perse  

School’s rocket reached its target

I scanned the sky above our launch site for air traffic 
as our fully loaded solid fuel rocket waited on its 
launch pad to be blasted up into the Cambridgeshire 
skies. Content that no low-flying aircraft would 
interfere with the launch, I gave the signal for my 
team-mate to begin the countdown. 

He apprehensively inserted an arming key into the 
ignition electronics and began the count from five 
seconds. On reaching zero he pressed the ignition 
switch and sent a pulse of electricity through an 
ignitor in the rocket’s exhaust nozzle. Immediately, 
an orange flame and dense puff of white smoke shot 
out of the engine and the rocket rose quickly into the 
air. On leaving the pad, it ascended 20 feet before 
turning through 180 degrees and shooting back into 
the ground. It then exploded. Such was the nature 
of our first test launches for the 2011 UK Rocketry 
Challenge.

Since then, the Perse School Rocket Club has 
really got off the ground. Our launches have become 
somewhat more successful and, in the end, we 
qualified 13th nationally in the 2011 UK Aerospace 
Youth Rocketry Challenge (UKAYRoC). Eager to 
enter the space race once again, we didn’t think 
twice about applying for the 2012 competition. This 
year, the aim of UKAYRoC was to build a rocket 
which could fly to exactly 800 feet and return to the 
ground in 43-47 seconds with an unbroken payload 
of two eggs and an electronic altimeter. 

In the Michaelmas term last year we assembled a 
team of five students from Years 8 to 13 and started 
to design the Perse entry. We made initial plans on 
a flight simulation software package to establish the 
basic configuration, drawing on the experience of 
the previous year. 

Once we were satisfied with the general design 
layout, we drew up blueprints on a 3D modelling 
programme and started manufacture. Over the 
course of the next six months, we built a first 
prototype from scratch, starting by laser-cutting 
individual components from balsa and finishing by 
adding final touches to the paintwork. 

Building the rocket was a large enough challenge 
in itself, but getting hold of the large quantities 
of rocket propellant which we needed was quite 
another. Whilst most other teams had decided to 
use easily procured gunpowder, we had opted for 
a more exotic blend of ammonium perchlorate 

Lift off!
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based propellant – the same fuel that was used on the Space 
Shuttle’s solid rocket boosters. 

It took five months of attempting to import the fuel from the 
US before we finally found a UK supplier with just enough 
of the correct type to start our test flights without getting 
prosecuted! Having checked that our insurance and explosives 
documents were in date, we loaded the rocket for its first 
launch. 

The flight was picture perfect, with the rocket flying to 746 
feet and landing undamaged by parachute. To fine-tune the 
design, we completed a further seven launches over the next 
few weeks. The biggest challenge in reaching the 800 foot 
target was in predicting how different wind conditions might 
affect the trajectory of the rocket and correcting for this by 
adding ballast weight.

However, we were soon consistently flying the rocket to 
within 13 feet of the required altitude and felt prepared to 
present our entry for the competition. In April, we attended 
a launch day at the East Anglian Rocketry Society, where we 
qualified for a place in the finals to compete against the other 
top 19 UK teams. 

The finals were held at Bruntingthorpe Proving Ground 
in May, an ex-RAF airfield in Leicestershire and home to 
Channel 5’s ‘Fifth Gear’ test track. 

After much preparation the rocket flew almost flawlessly 
to 803 feet, landing slightly too quickly 40 seconds after lift-
off. The competition was tough with another team coming 
to within five feet of the altitude target, but, in the much 

anticipated awards ceremony, our team just won first place. 
In addition to £1000 and an expenses paid trip to NASA, the 
team came away with a place at the International Rocketry 
Challenge, where we will compete against the top rocketry 
teams from the USA, France and Japan. 

We can’t wait to represent the UK at the International Finals 
and really look forward to our trip to the Kennedy Space 
Centre, but by far the most valuable thing that we have taken 
from the competition is the experience we gained in solving 
complex technical problems as a team. 

Our project gave us the opportunity to take our knowledge 
of maths and physics beyond lessons and apply it in an 
interesting real-world context. We are sure that this experience 
will be most useful in our future studies and careers to come. 

Of course, none of this would have been possible without 
the help of the school which has continued to support the 
club, from its early explosive failures to more recent success. 
Although a few of us are now leaving school, we hope that 
the club will continue to run strong. So if you’re a South 
Cambridgeshire resident and get woken up one morning by a 
loud explosion, you know who it is!

Ivo Dawkins was student president of The Perse Rocketry 
Society and the winning team had two 13 year-olds, Thomas 
Read and Pratap Singh, 15 year-old William Drake, and two 

18 year-olds, Ivo and Thomas Myer, who all worked under 
the guidance of Keith Wilkin, head of design and technology 

at The Perse Upper School. 

Some of the winning team.
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Learning to read (well)
Clare Heindl finds bite-sized chunks less than nutritious

As an English teacher, it’s rare that a consultation evening 
beyond Year 8 passes without ranks of anxious parents 
fretting over their child’s reading habits. “He never picks up a 
book anymore,” they say, “unless I make him”, or “If it isn’t 
vampires, she’s not interested.”  

While their concerns are usually disproportionate, parents 
are exercised about what and how often their children are 
reading because they know – as do teachers – that reading 
well is the route to true literacy; to the ideas of other people, 
places and ages; and to informed engagement with the world 
beyond ourselves.

At Highgate, as in most schools, we’re doing our best 
to encourage our pupils to read for themselves. We’ve 
launched a list of mainly non-fiction ‘great reads’ devised 
by each department for each key stage, ‘The Common Room 
Recommends’, an informal list that provides regular, fresh 
holiday reading suggestions from staff for our sixth formers; 
the English department does its bit; writers deliver talks; and 
the library is well-stocked.

Yet our experience in the classroom tells us that for many 
pupils, being sent away with a reading list is not enough: 
they need guidance and the experience of sharing texts with 
us in order to become the skilled readers we want. It can be 
sobering when it becomes apparent with a keen Year 12 group 
that the comprehension skills required to access an interesting 
academic article haven’t yet been developed. A brief look at 
university websites suggests that the problem isn’t just one 
faced by school teachers: advice for undergraduates on ‘how 
to read’ proliferates and it’s pretty standard stuff.

The reading skills that we might expect of able sixth-
formers – and, surely, of first year undergraduates – might be 
summarised as the ability to locate information in a text, to 
understand and extract it and to engage actively with it. To 
locate information, readers must be able to skim for the gist 
of a text and to scan for a specific focus. 

Reading accurately and in detail requires sustained 
concentration, the ability to deal with more complex 
grammatical constructions and vocabulary and, in many 
cases, to extract implicit meanings or attitudes such as bias 
and irony. Active engagement in reading might include the 
capacity to annotate thoughtfully, to make useful notes and to 
ask questions of all sorts of the text at hand.

In thinking about why we felt, instinctively, that our sixth 
formers – not all of them ‘home grown’ – are too often not the 
readers we expect them to be, we began to consider the sort of 
reading experiences we give pupils before they enter the sixth 
form and, in particular, we considered our use of textbooks – 
those colourful, course-relevant tomes devised in partnership 
between examination boards and publishers to the profit, no 
doubt, of both.

Our review of textbooks took a quasi-scientific form. 
Books from six subjects – history, geography, biology, 
Latin, religious studies and music – were sampled, with 

three pages from each tested 
for ‘reading ease’ using the 
Fleisch and the Fleisch-
Kincaid Reading Ease 
Readability Formula, and 
then qualitatively reviewed.

Fleisch, although limited, uses a mathematical formula 
based on average sentence length and the average number 
of syllables per word to suggest a ‘reading ease’ score, with 
Fleisch-Kincaid converting this score to a US school grade. 

Unsurprisingly, the mean ‘readability’ score of our sample 
was 10.26: textbooks are, of course, designed to be easily 
understood by an average Year 11 pupil.  ‘Readability’ scores 
ranged from 7.65 to 12.24, with a median score of 9.8 – 
accessible to Year 10s. By this measure, the Latin textbook, 
published in 1971, demanded most of pupils, followed by 
textbooks from the humanities, with the more technical 
and less discursive music and biology textbooks the least 
challenging in terms of reading level.  

Fleisch is partly measuring syntactical and lexical complexity 
and our qualitative review bore out the ‘reading ease’ results. 
The trend for subdivision in textbooks and the need for clarity 
means that pupils very rarely meet grammatically complex 
sentences in this kind of reading, and vocabulary too tends 
to be safely within pupils’ range, with the exception of the 
subject-specific terminology that is introduced. 

The challenge of new vocabulary was found particularly 
in the music and biology texts where providing and defining 
the technical language required for musical analysis or for 
explaining a biological function is a central aim. A music 
passage describing a composition, for example, uses in quick 
succession  ‘through-composed’, ‘rippling motif’, ‘rhythmic 
drive’, ‘frantic’ and ‘unnerving’!

Beyond that, the most lexically challenging texts in our 
sample were the brief primary source quotations found in 
Latin and history textbooks. One quotation from President 
Kennedy, for example, expects pupils to understand ‘strategic’, 
‘explicit’, ‘provocative’ and ‘elimination’.  

Yet these primary source quotations are rarely more than 50 
words long and this seems indicative of the brevity of pupils’ 
reading experiences. Not only are these quotations brief, the 
review revealed that GCSE and IGCSE textbooks tend to take 
a ‘bite-sized’ approach throughout, with topics most often 
contained within a single page or, at most, in facing pages. In 
the 18 pages sampled, pupils were only rarely asked to read a 
text longer than 400 words under a single heading.

In a bid for simplicity and lucidity, the authors and editors 
of these texts also produce highly ‘packaged’ prose, where 
information and ideas come ready-categorised and prioritised 
under sub-headings and into tables, bullet points and boxes. 
Consequently, some of the reading skills we expect at 
sixth form, such as sustained focus and the ability to locate 
information within a substantial text, are scarcely demanded. 
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Indeed, I can’t help but think that if I were an able, well-

motivated Year 11 pupil, I would probably find aspects of 
these textbooks maddening, for all their reassuring certainty, 
because the opportunities for pupils to engage independently 
with the ideas they read about is so frequently undermined.

Often, for instance, when pupils are asked to evaluate 
alternative views on an issue in the humanities, they will find 
the key points neatly tabled for them in advance, thus reducing 
the activity to little more than an exercise in summary. In the 
same way, the need for pupils to identify and extract key 
points from a more detailed description of a process (and 
thereby test and develop understanding) is undermined: the 
authors have so often done it for them. 

The final reading experience that our qualitative review 
considered was that of reading for implicit meaning – the 
ability to understand figurative language and irony, for 
example, and to detect bias in language. Texts of this kind 
did feature in history, Latin and religious studies texts, as we 
expected they would, but their presentation in ‘bite-sized’ 
source boxes meant they were tantalisingly brief. 

In the history textbook, for example, Churchill is quoted 
describing Stalin as someone who will ‘slip a kopek out of 
your pocket’ while Roosevelt ‘dips his hand only for bigger 
coins’; while in the religious studies publication, cloning 
is described as a threat of  ‘Frankenstein proportion’. The 

images aren’t difficult – they’re the kind found all the time 
in the columns of newspapers – but some pupils need to be 
taught to understand their power beyond poetry and novels.

As part of their reading fare, there is no doubt that textbooks 
are clear, useful guides and aids for pupils working toward 
GCSE and IGCSE qualifications, but there seems a real 
danger in over-reliance on them at Key Stage 4, if we want to 
develop pupils who are genuinely ready for what we hope are 
the rigours and greater academic excitement of A level and the 
challenges of engaging with the words of opinion-makers and 
experts beyond the classroom.

Of course, in most departments such reading is supplemented 
by material that doesn’t come ready-packaged and that 
provides the challenge and depth pupils deserve and require, 
but its importance is now clearer to us. In Highgate, all 
departments have given careful thought in their Key Stage 4 
schemes of work to the reading they can provide, a project 
that’s been met with interest by scientists and mathematicians 
as well as by historians and classicists. Developing readers, it 
seems to us, is as vital a part of developing the whole child as 
the spiritual, community and cross-curricular work we do, and 
we can all play a part.

Claire Heindl is deputy director of  
Studies at Highgate School.

HERE&THERE
St Albans School 
partnership discovers 
budding artists
Residents of the Verulam House nursing and 
residential care home have been learning to paint 
watercolours through an art club run by the St 
Albans School’s Partnership programme.

The Partnership and Community Link schemes 
were set up a number of years ago and some 70 
sixth formers are involved on a weekly basis, 
together with a number of staff, with some giving 
specialist help to primary school pupils with 
particular skills and aptitudes.

The Verulam House project is run by one of 
the school’s art teachers, Kumel Lillian. She 
visits Verulam House every Tuesday afternoon 
and teaches painting techniques in the relaxed 
atmosphere of the Home.

“Not many art teachers, I’m sure, can say they 
have 100 year-olds in their class,” says Kumel. “It 
has been an absolute privilege and enormous fun.” 

Jean Norton, one of the residents and members 
of the art club, says: “What Kumel has taught us is 
simply amazing. She has made the lessons practical 
and enjoyable and not difficult for anybody.” 

The first landscapes were so impressive that the 
school had them framed and Kumel is pictured 
presenting Jean Norton’s painting to the artist. 

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,  
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com  
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.
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Russell SpeirsGetting inside 
your Head
Glimpses of a 360-degree survey on the art 
of school leadership 

During the summer term of 2012, 36 Heads of UK independent 
schools took part in a research study about effective headship, 
conducted by RSAcademics.  With the guarantee of anonymity, 
the Heads also persuaded 19 governors, 15 bursars, 23 senior 
teaching staff, 25 other members of their teaching body, 20 
parents and 21 pupils to do the same.

The research participants, from a wide range of schools 
(including 16 in HMC and 11 in GSA), were asked to 
identify the qualities, attitudes and behaviours of successful 
independent school Heads. The survey included questions 
about how to deal with specific stakeholders or situations and 
how difficult they thought it was to be a Head.  

For the Heads themselves, there were additional questions 
about the most enjoyable and the hardest parts of the job, 
what they would like to be remembered for when they leave 
their school and what they most admired about the best Head 
teacher they have known.

The resulting report is designed to help improve the 
performance of Heads, to contribute to the development 
of those staff who are planning to be Heads and to support 
governors who are seeking to appoint one.

The full report will be published in November 2012 and will 
consider the different respondents’ perspectives in depth. In 
the meantime, here are some suggestions and advice from the 
Heads themselves on how to be an effective Head…

On motivating staff…
Thank regularly.
Bottles of champagne for staff who produce something 
remarkable.
Remember the Duke of Wellington who, when asked what he 
would do differently if he had his life again, replied “I’d give 
more praise”.
Support them publicly if errors have been made, but always 
manage challenges in private.  

On recruiting staff…
You stand and fall by the quality of staff you appoint.  
Somehow you have to be able to work out which one of the 
short list is a Messi or a Xavi – and which one is the Darren 
Bent. Then you need to be able to convince Messi that he 
should come and work for you rather than someone else. 
Appoint in haste, repent at leisure. Usually after a two-year 
competence procedure has driven everyone to distraction.
Appoint people who will make you smile when they come into 
your office.  Radiators, not drains.

On dealing with underperforming staff…
It’s always a mistake to hang on to the wrong people for too long.
Be prepared to deal with underperformance. Professional, 
hard-working staff do not take kindly to it in their colleagues.

On working with senior management teams…
Try to refresh portfolios if the senior team gets stale. Create 
new posts or just change the titles – it does work!
Don’t be a self-barking dog-keeper!
Entertain the SMT at home.
I encourage my team to speak out and disagree with me if they 
want to.  It is dangerous to surround oneself with yes men.

On knowing the pupils…
Do be around for things they consider important.
Be ready to laugh with them.
Support variety – not just the showpiece events but the cake 
sale too.
Try to do some teaching or go on cover rota: there are no 
reports to write; you only cover when you are free.
It helps to be able to comment on something contemporary, 
like DJ Fresh or the Hunger Games.

On rewards and expectations of pupils…
Set up a time each week to reward good work.
I use Mars bars all the time!
It’s good to take firm and decisive action early in your 
Headship.
Do not be swayed by a temptation to be more tolerant as you 
get older or serve longer in the job.
No school ever went to the wall by having too high 
expectations of its pupils.  Celebrate success but don’t be 
mealy-mouthed about shortcomings.

On the Head’s attitude to parents…
I used to love gossiping. But when I became a Head, 
I became privy to information from parents concerning 
suicide attempts by husbands, mental breakdowns, drugs and 
gambling addictions. In many ways Heads offer a counselling/
chaplaincy role. As soon as that confidentiality is broken, 
your reputation will be destroyed. 
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Don’t treat parents as a unit. Each will have their own perspective.
Expect the irrational and unreasonable. 

On communicating with parents…
In my experience two things matter: if the school has 
made a mistake don’t attempt to cover up, to admit it and 
apologise often disarms the parent; secondly, if the parent is 
unreasonable let them know that, and in the end remind them 
of the clause in the contract which says the relationship can be 
terminated by the school.
Listen to their concerns. Empathise. But don’t promise what 
you can’t deliver.
Be proactive. Limit the potential for ‘car park mafia’ to 
misconstrue. This is particularly important in small communities.
I always ensure that there are very clear ‘next steps’ following 
a meeting with parents and that the meeting is followed up in 
writing.

On the relationship with governors…
Enjoy their company! Especially if they are not educationalists. 
We have a lot to learn from them about how it is outside 
education.
I invite every governor in for an informal coffee once a term. 
It takes time but they love it. And I control the messages.
The governors are fairly clear about what they want me to 
achieve as Head, because I tell them each year what they 
should want me to achieve!
Heads need far more training in working with governors.  
Being a governor yourself is a good thing for a Head to do.
You must ensure that you have a chairman with whom you can 
talk with absolute honesty. Otherwise, catastrophe can await.
Make sure governors know what events to attend, and make 
those events worth attending, by providing drinks before/after 
with an opportunity for governors to meet parents, VIPs etc.

On keeping governors informed…
Under-promise and over-deliver on numbers and money.
Keep them informed at all times. You need to be able to be 
honest with them.
Keep them out of the minutiae, especially if they are parents.
Our full governing body meetings occur once a term and what 
I take for granted as progress, governors will be unaware of. 
By keeping them informed, I spend less time having to go 
over ‘old’ ground and avoid forgetting informing them of 
issues that occurred weeks ago.

On making decisions…
Uncertainty creates worry and fear.  Even if you are going to 
delay a decision, tell them you will delay and the reason why.
Have someone to talk to reason out your ideas before making 
the decision.
Despite the management theories, staff do not welcome too 
much consultation – they have got their job to do and expect 
the Head to do theirs (ie make the decisions).
Trust your instinct. I have learnt that on most occasions my 
initial gut instinct is right but it is always worth pausing for 
reflection before communicating your decision.
You can’t make decisions in a common room meeting.
I am jolly good at making big decisions – ho, ho – but not so 
good at managing them. A good decision can be marred by the 
way it is made and communicated and carried through.
Always consider the negatives ... what could go wrong, in detail.

Make the decision, be prepared to explain the rationale and 
defend it, don’t be swayed by a vociferous minority, have the 
courage to see it through to the end. If it proves bad, have the 
humility to say this publicly and say sorry.

On handling difficult situations…
Take advice. Keep calm. Be kind and clear. Follow through.
Get as much information as possible. Document everything.
I find prayer helps me.
Follow the Zen Commandment “Don’t just do something.  Sit 
there”.
When there are doubts, return always to the most important 
benchmark – what is in the best interests of the pupils.
There will always be difficult situations. Don’t share too 
much how difficult you find them at first. Not until everyone 
knows you have handled a few well.
I find dealing with issues like redundancies or expulsions hard 
and these are the things I lose sleep over. But I also think I 
probably wouldn’t be a good Head if I didn’t find these things 
upsetting.
I always ensure someone, usually a deputy, sees letters that I 
write on difficult matters. 
Don’t take it home with you.

On communicating ideas and decisions…
Win a small team of advocates and let them do the work for you.
Try to cover all the bases so everyone hears or reads the 
decision from you and not from someone else. And never 
forget the non-teachers employed by the school.
I never forget that I am imparting messages and that what I say 
may well be taken in and regurgitated to others later. So key 
messages are subtly being reinforced in what I say each time.
I use my blog and twitter to communicate with them more 
informally and to help them understand some of the issues 
lying behind decisions made.  
One thing I have done in recent times is write a report for the 
common room dealing with all the key issues that face the school.

On how to manage and prioritise their time…
Love your family and give them time and attention.

Essere umano.
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Resolving a problem like Maria
Roger V Mobs finds himself facing the music

“Maria is nice girl. You are pleased with Maria. Yes?”
Mr Katarenko gestured for his bodyguard to bring him 

another sherbet lemon from the bowl on my desk. He then 
placed Maria’s school report on the table, next to his revolver. 

I stared at the gun, squeaked, and told Mr Katarenko that we 
all thought Maria was doing awfully well. He considered the 
comment for 30 seconds while I listened to the bodyguard’s 
knuckles cracking horribly close to the nape of my neck. 
Why, oh why, had I not overruled the marketing department? 
Izikistan is the future, Headmaster. Oh really? Well, the 
decision to recruit from this former Soviet republic now stood 
proudly next to Napoleon’s invasion of Russia as one of 
history’s most imbecilic.

“So,” said Mr Katarenko quietly, “if Maria is model student, 
why biology report say that wheel may be spinning but 
hamster not at home? Eh?”

“Mr Barton does have a way with analogies, doesn’t he? 
I think he was trying to say that with Maria coming from 
Izikistan...”

“And why physics teacher say her brain waves are falling 
short of beach? Is this a report for a nice girl?”

“Not really, Mr Katarenko. Indeed I can only apologise, 
but people east of the Urals usually find science a doddle and 
maybe...”

“And then the English teacher. Where are we? Ah yes. 
He write: ‘I will always cherish the initial misconception I 
had about Maria.’ Maybe I am stupid man and this is clever 
English enjoying superior moment. Am I stupid man? When 
an Englishman’s mind needs a rest – no problem – he can 
talk to me, right? Maybe you mighty English need crayons to 
explain Maria’s report to Mr Joke-butt from Izikistan.”

“Oh not at all. I fear...”
“Be quiet.” Mr Katarenko stroked his revolver. “Let me 

explain who is stupid, Mr Headmaster Mobs. If idiots could 
fly, your common room would be airport, yes? Understand?” 

“Heathrow in June, Mr Katarenko,” I croaked. 
“Maybe you think I don’t understand when English nancy-

faces patronise me, eh? English kid can be a fool and come to 
your school, but kid from my country has to be genius to help 
you in league table. You take my money, insult my Maria and 
think I don’t notice? How you like it if I made Mrs Mobs ride 
around town naked on horse like your Lady Godiva?”

“I fear in those circumstances the horse would steal the 
show, Mr Katarenko.”

“Yes,” whispered Mr. Katarenko mournfully, losing 
momentum for a moment. “I see picture of Mrs Mobs on 
website and think she make even onions cry.” He suddenly 
rediscovered his sinister whisper. “But we speak about Maria, 
not Mrs Mobs. I tell you what we gonna do, Mr Bigshot 
Headman. We three gonna go for a walk.”

*****
We made our way to the chapel. Mr Katarenko next to me, 
his bodyguard behind in a long black coat, humming the 
theme from The Godfather. My knees had the consistency of 
liquid chocolate and my voice, when I forced it through my 
quivering lips, would have been better suited to a rutting gnu.

“I don’t want to appear over-sensitive, Mr Katarenko, but I 
fear we have not got off to the best of starts.”

“You’re not over-sensitive: I genuinely don’t like you.”
“I’ll write some new reports for Maria if you like. Fee 

remission, perhaps? Harrods vouchers?”
We had reached the chapel. Mr Katarenko gestured for me 

to enter and then to sit in the front pew. His bodyguard sat 
behind me while Mr Katarenko walked to the altar.

“Now, Mr Head Daddy: lean forward.”
I had watched enough spy films to know this was to be a 

It is easy to prioritise marketing or staff recruitment but the 
priority MUST be the education of the pupils: raising its 
quality and lifting expectations.
Walk around the school each day.
Make sure you have time for reading and thinking.
Spend time with positive people.
In times of extreme pressure, when documentation is 
absolutely essential, we operate a ‘Happy Hour’ at which time 
all members of the school community know that for a limited 
period I should not be disturbed.  

Conclusions
Some of the practices and techniques that the Heads have 
recommended may be suitable for one person but not for 
another. No two Heads will be the same, no two schools are 
the same … and it doesn’t matter. Indeed, the consensus from 
the survey would appear to be that while management skills 
and techniques can be learned, it is the ‘human qualities’ that 
set apart the excellent Head from the very good one.

As one of the participating Heads concluded, ‘Some 
Renaissance prince, probably Federico da Montefeltro, said 
that the most important thing as a Renaissance prince was 
essere umano. I think that means that you have to be an 
obvious human being yourself – not a machine – and that you 
should care about humans and that you should care about the 
full range of human activity. The same is true for Heads.’

So, what are the human qualities which excellent Heads 
need? Based on the views of the 159 research participants, 
the most important qualities include integrity, empathy, 
intelligence, confidence, calmness under pressure, humility, 
charisma, approachability, ambition, passion, cheerful 
resilience, bravery and kindness.

Russell Speirs is CEO and Founder of RSAcademics and to 
obtain a full copy of the report email Russell@rsacademics.

co.uk or ring him on 01572 821306 .
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classic execution: the single bullet to the back of the neck. I 
closed my eyes and saw Penelope Cruz telling me, over a fried 
breakfast in the East India Club, that she had made a dreadful 
mistake, that it had been me all along, and that, as proof of her 
love, I could use her credit cards. 

What I heard next, though, was not a gunshot, but the most 
beautiful music that spoke of a deep, penetrating sadness. I 
wondered if perhaps I had already reached the broad and sunny 
uplands where fat sheep safely graze, but on opening my eyes I 
saw Mr Katarenko weeping, his head bowed like mine. 

Chancing a glance further upwards to the organ loft, I saw 
Maria, also misty-eyed, playing with a grace and passion I 
could never have imagined. I listened in sorrowful rapture 
until the final chords bled away into the stone.

“What is this?” I whispered.
Mr Katarenko remained silent, but from behind me I heard 

the flawless English of the bodyguard.
“Every year on this day, my sister Maria plays Izik folk 

music in memory of our mother’s passing. We bow our heads 
and we remember. Now you can remember this day too. 
Remember Maria.”

Mr Katarenko had been joined at the altar by Maria. They 
both stood in front of me. 

“Look at him, Maria,” said Mr Katarenko. “Big Englishman 
private school honcho Mobs. Reminds me of joke from Soviet 
time. Stalin ask to see Radek and say, “I know you spread jokes 
about me. It’s impertinent.” Radek say “Why?” Stalin say: “I am 
the Great Leader, Teacher, and Friend of the people after all.” 
And Radek say: “No, I’ve not told anybody this joke.”

Maria smiled and gave her father a hug. Mr Katarenko 
nodded to his son who placed a large wad of notes by my side.

“What’s this?” I asked.
“The rest of this year’s fees,” said Mr Katarenko. “Come on 

Maria: we go home for borscht with Eastern peasants in tents 
and leave Mobs to eat roast beef at Chippendale league table.”

“Wait, please. I’m sorry we misjudged Maria and I’ll...”
“No. You try to catch wind in net. No more. Do svidaniya, 

Mr Mobs.”
They walked out into the sunny English morning, but in the 

chapel it grew colder as they closed the door.

Roger V Mobs now subscribes to Kipling’s view  
of East/West relations.

HERE&THERE
Katie goes back
Former Cheadle Hulme School 
pupil Katie Derham stepped 
back in time and into the 
swimming pool to reminisce for 
BBC Radio 4 about her days 
on the school’s synchronised 
swimming team.

The BBC Proms presenter, 
who has enjoyed a successful 
media career presenting a 
variety of news, arts and media 
programmes, was invited back 
to the school to take part in the 
BBC Radio 4 programme The 
Synchro Girls, which aired on 
Friday, 15th June.

Joined by former teacher Mrs 
Trina Chidley and classmate 
Sarah Davies, who now teaches 
swimming at the school, Katie 
plunged back into the pool with 
Sarah to re-enact some of the 
routines of their youth under the 
guidance of Mrs Chidley.

“I had an absolute ball,” said 
Katie after her swim. “It was 
fabulous to catch up with Sarah 
and Mrs Chidley. I can’t believe 
how much of the routines we 
could all still remember!”

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,  
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com  
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.
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Dear Colleague, thank you for volunteering to be part of the 
Body and Soul series. 

The aim of the exercise is to give an insight into the life of 
Heads. You are a fascinating lot and that should be celebrated. 
The questionnaire is below. As I explained, please give pithy 
responses, with as few subordinate clauses as possible, to the 
questions. 

Do not feel you should compromise yourself in any way. 
If you are uncomfortable with a question because I am 
trespassing on sensitive terrain, please indicate and I will omit 
both question and response. On the other hand, wit is always 
welcome. 

1. Name, school and number of years in post.
Bruce Grindlay – three years as Headmaster of Sutton Valence 
School.

2. The working day:
Do you start early or go late? Why?    

Both, actually, as it is at either end of the day that the most 
work can be completed and the ‘to do’ book can at least be 
opened.

Is the desk a sea of paper or a tranquil pool of ordered tasks? 

It is definitely a sea of paper, but, honestly, I do know where 
everything is on it at any one time – it’s just a shame that my 
secretary is not so experienced at navigating the rapids and 
undercurrents of its surface!

Give two key principles about how you manage time.

Try not to answer emails during the working school day and 
always go from the most recent when tackling your inbox 
(much can be sorted by the last email).

Accept the fact that, whatever you may think, nothing takes 
less than half an hour and budget accordingly.

When the pressure is on do you:

Take a bath
Take a walk
Take a pill
Other (please specify) 
I play the piano – Schumann or Bach usually.

Do you talk it out or hold it in? Who to? How?

A bit of both really. I talk every morning with my deputy head 
and every evening with my wife. I also find my secretary a 
wonderfully sane and wise sounding board.

What is the most precious, and most villainous, object in 
your study?

Most precious: the photo of my family completely relaxed and 
tanned on holiday in Agen.

Most villainous: the ever-growing pile of policies for review 
that inhabits the corner of my desk.

Do you have a Blackberry, iPhone etc? If so, describe your 
attitude towards it.

I have a love-hate relationship with my iPhone. One moment 
I find myself extolling the virtues of such immediate 
communication to all and sundry. The next, I am swearing 
wildly that I can’t get away from my work and am unable to 
switch off. 

3. Nurturing the mind
What newspaper do you read? Which sections do you spend 
most time on?

The Times and the TES – from cover to cover!

What sort of literature do you read in the term?

I read novels and as many of them as I can fit in before falling 
asleep of an evening.

And the holidays? 

Again, mainly novels, but I am also a voracious reader 
of books on British history (especially the 16th and 17th 
centuries) and church architecture.

What are your tastes in the arts? How do they affect you?

My wife and I go to as many plays as we can (especially 
during the Globe season) and lots of opera.  

If you have Sky+, what do you have on series link?

We don’t have Sky+, but apparently, according to my 
children, my life would be enhanced if we did.

You are given a six-month sabbatical to write a book.  
What would it be about?

Rhetoric and musical gesture in the semi-operas of Henry 
Purcell.

4. Feeding the soul...
How important is the spiritual life to you?  
Explain your response.

It is extremely important to me and manifests itself in a 
variety of ways, from the orthodox to the slightly less so. 
Worshipping at Westminster Abbey every Sunday, where my 
son is a chorister, is a truly beautiful and spiritual experience. 
However, I also feel that preparing a gastronomic feast on a 
Saturday evening, glass in hand, whilst listening to the live 

Body and soul
The fifth in John Newton’s series of sympathetic interviews with fellow Heads
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Metropolitan Opera broadcast is very restorative to the soul. 

If relevant, what was your last sermon about?

How ridiculous it was that Will.i.am carried the Olympic 
torch – I had digressed somewhat from my main points 
regarding fire, passion and Pentecost!

5. Training the body

Do you get your five-a-day?

My wife is very good at making sure I am pumped full of 
sufficient fruit and vegetable to keep me going.

How often do you exercise? What do you do?

Not often enough, I’m afraid. I try and swim once a week and 
play golf as often as I can, but it is not nearly sufficient.

In the holidays how much do you travel and where do you 
prefer to go?

The family loves the south of France and we tend to go there 
for a chunk of time every summer. We also have a cottage in 
Norfolk by the coast and this, for us, is real family time, so we 
try and get there every holiday.

Your chair says you are tired and insists you do one of the 
following; which one would you choose:

Have a massage
Have a sauna

Have a posh meal
Have a weekend by the sea

Definitely a weekend by the sea. I find being on a beach one 
of the most relaxing and life-affirming experiences, hence the 
cottage in Norfolk.

6. Relationships

Which person, alive or dead, fictitious or real would you like 
to meet?

Antonin Carême, the first ‘celebrity’ chef, who cooked for 
royalty all over Europe in the early 19th Century. I would love 
to discuss some of his most notorious banquets and to learn 
some of the tricks of the trade from the undisputed master of 
haute cuisine. 

Who has been the key influence on your life?

My wife. She is the person I most admire, consult and listen 
to. She is the person I respect more than any other and try to 
please as often as possible – though being a Headmaster does 
make the latter rather difficult at times.

Who would you least like to invite to dinner?

If I were having to cook, a vegan! 

To whom would you most like to give a piece of your mind?

The people who ‘busk’ (in the loosest sense of the word) 
around the tourist areas of London who think they deserve 

Bruce Grindlay John Newton
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HERE&THERE
Fingertip Technology at St Benedict’s
Fingertip technology has arrived at St Benedict’s School in the form of a recognition system called VeriCool for Schools. 
Initially this is being used by pupils and staff to purchase food in the school canteen by placing their ‘enrolled’ finger on 
a fingertip scanner. The new system replaces the current swipe cards and has already speeded up the lunchtime queues. 
Staff are also using it to sign in and out of school. 

Catherine de Cintra, the school bursar, plans to expand the use of this technology. “In the Michaelmas term further 
software will be installed to allow parents to view their child’s food purchases and top up their account online. During 
the next academic year the school also plans to use the fingertip system to allow pupils to take books out of the library,” 
she says.

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,  
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com  
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.

my money and time purely because they have bought a cheap, 
badly-fitting Donald Duck or Shrek costume and wave at me.

Do you have any unorthodox ambitions? If yes, please 
specify.

I want to buy a derelict Norfolk barn and convert it entirely 
on my own, where I learn to do the electrics, the plumbing, 
the roofing, the plastering and still be proud of the finished 
product and able to move into it before the turn of the century.
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Endpiece

Alistair Macnaughton

Teaching and  
the Seven  
Virtues
3: Temperance

It would be nice, in the middle years of one’s life, to think that 
one has checked out of Heartbreak Hotel for the last time, that 
the sturm und drang of earlier times is well and truly a thing 
of the past, like the relics you keep in a sealed box under the 
bed...

Carrying out an audit of your emotional life over, say, the last 
12 months, would you reckon you had experienced anything 
particularly significant? Some gentle chagrin perhaps, that 
you still haven’t found the time to have your gown dry-
cleaned? A soupcon of boredom – or even mild irritation – as 
you negotiate your way through yet another Health and Safety 
meeting? The odd murmur of contentment as the buildings 
empty at the end of term and you are left looking out of the 
bay window contemplating the holiday to come?

As we get older, it’s the natural order of things for life to 
calm down and for Temperance, which is not so much a virtue 
per se as a restraining of vice, to become a habit of mind. And 
yet ... even the most apparently serene schools, with their 
dappled cloisters and manicured lawns, are boiling volcanoes 
beneath.

Who doesn’t know, really, that the hot breath of Rage 
is here and Ravening Desire and Black Despair too, if one 
only had the perception to see them? Just because you don’t 
feel the (shall we call them?) ‘primary emotions’ yourself, it 
doesn’t mean they’re exclusive to the big dramatic moments 
in the Eastenders Christmas Special.

And wondering about the whims and vagaries of the inner 
life, I often find myself thinking, what might I be missing about 
myself? In Blake’s ‘A Poison Tree’, the poet tells us how his 
‘wrath’ can be dispelled if he expresses it directly. On the other 
hand, he also emphasises how repressing deep emotions can turn 
the Garden of Eden into a place of Death, symbolised by the 
glistening apple that conceals a deadly poison:

And I watered it in tears.
Night and morning with my tears
And I sunned it with smiles
And with soft deceitful wiles.

And so I say, thank God for Temperance, the moderation 
which keeps us on the straight and narrow. But Temperance, 
as Blake knew, is both friend and foe. Swallow down your 
emotion too many times, and perhaps the day will come when 
you leave your car in a traffic jam, like the character played 
by Michael Douglas in Falling Down, demolish a shop with a 
baseball bat and go generally berserk ... until someone arrives 
with a syringe and a straitjacket.

As somebody who doesn’t own a baseball bat anyway, I 
don’t think anyone or anything’s in danger. But, at the end of 
the day, as I pound the hell out of the running machine at the 
gym or (God forgive me) bark at my wife, at least I’m venting 
my spleen. And if the gym closes down and my wife goes to 
stay with her mother? Well, I’ll be steering clear of the apples 
in my local greengrocer’s for a start...

Alistair Macnaughton is Headmaster of  
The King’s School in Gloucester.

Temperance, the Golden Virtue.
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